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The content of multimedia information is conducive to variable and subjec
tive interpretation which makes indexing and content-based searching a difficult
task. This thesis addresses such image database issues as performance degrada
tion problem in indexing with the increase in the number of dimensions, query
interfaces for efficient and effective querying and content-based feature cate
gorization. In particular, image feature representation, content-based image
retrieval and multi-dimensional indexing for efficient searching are surveyed.
A different approach for content-based querying is proposed and a prototype
of an image search engine, called SIS (Signature based Image Filtering and
Search), that is accessible via Internet, is implemented using the subset of the
proposed solutions. In SIS, image signatures are calculated using basic image
features (color, shape and texture). These signatures describe not only the im
age content as a whole, but also the subobjects and their orientations residing,
in the image. Signatures are used for filtering the search space, by employing
a multidimensional indexing structure known as TV-tree. SIS utilizes basic
image feature queries and reports back the matching features to help acceler
ate the navigation towards the required visual information. A content-based
search via SIS’s user interface is additionally augmented with keyword-based
([ueries to facilitate searching by criteria which are impossible to specify by
image features alone.
Key words: Image datal)ases, content-based querying, multi-dirnensional
indexing, image signatures. Information Retrieval
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ÖZET
İMZA FİLTRELEME ve ÇOK BOYUTLU İNDEKSLEMEYLE ŞEKİL
ARAMA

Çağlar Günyaktı
Bilgisayar ve Enforrnatik Mülıenclisliği, Yüksek Liscins
Tez Yüneticisi: Prof. Dr. M.Erol ARKUN
Temmuz, 1997

Çoklu ortam bilgilerinin içeriği değişken ve öznel yorumlamaya yatkındır.
Bu durum indekslerne ve içeriğe dayalı aramayı zorlaştırır.

Bu tezde, ar

tan boyut sayısıyla düşen performans sorunu, yeterli ve etkili sorguLıma için
sorgu arayüzleri ve içerik özelliklerinin sınıflandırılması gibi şekil içerikli veri
tabanlarının sorunları araştırılmıştır. Özellikle, şekillerinin özelliklerinin ifadelendirilmesi, içeriğe dayalı şekil sorgulanması ve etkili arama için çok boyutlu
indekslerne yapıları araştırılmıştır, içeriğe dayalı sorgulama için farklı bir bakış
açısı önerilmiş ve İnternetten ulaşılabilinen /Ş'. l (imzaya dayalı Şekil filtrelenmesi ve Araması/Signature based image lillf'i iııg and search) adlı prototip şekil
arama mekanizması önerilen çözümlerin l)ir kışımı kullanılarak gerçekleştirilmiştir.
İŞ.A’da şekil imzaları, temel şekil özellikleri (renk, biçim, ve dokum) kullanılarak
hesaplanır. Bu imzalar sadece şekil içeriğini bir bütün olarak değil alt nes
neler ve onların şekil içindeki konumlarını da tanımlar, imzalar, TV-ağacı diye
lıilinen çok boyutlu bir indekslerne yapısı kullanılarak arama uzayının filtrelenmesi ve taranması için kullanılır. İŞA şekillerin temel özelliklerinin sorgu
lanmasını sağlar ve istenen görüntüsel bilgilere erişimi hızlandırmaya yardım
etmek için eşlenen özellikleri kulicinıcıya geri bildirir. IŞA’nın kullanıcı arayüzü
kullanılarak yapılan içeriğe dayalı arama yeteneği, şekil özelliklerinin tek başlarına
kesinlikle belirtmelerinin imkansız olduğu kriterlere göre de aranmasını sağlamak
için ek olarak anahtar kelime tabanlı sorgulama desteği ile artırılmıştir.

Analılar kelimtltr: Şekil Veri Tabanları, içeriğe dayalı sorgulama, çok boyutlu
indo'ksleıne, şekil imzaları. Bilgi Erişimi.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
Database management systems are used for maintenance and manipulation of
huge amounts of structured information.The main advantage' of storing data
in a database is the applicability of database features, such as data indepen
dence (data abstraction), openness (application neutrality), high-level querying/retrieval facility, concurrency control, persistency and crash recovery (fault
tolerance).
Traditional databases support a number of l)asic data types, such as charac
ter strings, integers, floating point numbers, briefly alphanumeric data types,
in relational tables or in object-oriented fashion.
Developing technology and emerging needs change the type and volume of
information flow available before. The type of information is not restricted
to only alphanumeric data, which is generally called textual data. The new,
non-alphanumeric data such as audio and visual data, briefly multimedia data,
were introduced more than a decade ago.
Multimedia is probably one of the most over-used terms of the early 1990s.
There is no single accepted definition for multimedia data, however it is safe
to state that it is the coinbiiiation of different data types. The elements of
multimedia data are text, graphics, images, audio, animation and video data
(Figure l.i).
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|(

)| : Time-dependent, continuous data

I

I ; Space dependent, discrete data

: Motion
: Still

Figure 1.1: Multimedia Data Hierarchy

Multimedia data is separated from traditional (alphanumeric) data in the
following respects;

1. Data types (e.g new image & speech formats)
2. Volume of data (e.g. a 600*600*256 color image is 2.8Mbytes)
3. Time dependency and synchronization (e.g. audio, video data)
f. Storage requirements for continuous data flow (e.g. video data)
5. Indexing structures (e.g. multi-dimensional tree structures)
6. Query and retrieval patterns (e.g. content-based retrieval and
similarity functions)

Therefore the introduction of multimedia data has opened up new research
areas [Kim, Gha95] during the last decade. Specifically, such research is re
lated with applications such as computer networks, distributed computing
[CBD+Od], data compression, computer graphics, pattern/voice recognition,
machine learning, user interfaces, computer hardware, artificial intelligence
and databases.
Multimedia, databases (MMDBs) are high capacity/performance DBMSs
that support multimedia data types as well as basic alphanumeric types. MMDBs
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are still in their infancy compared to the work on multimedia applications and
multimedia data types. The mentioned database features are hardly ever sup
ported by existi'ng systems.
While conventional DBMSs offer many useful and powerful facilities for
searching and indexing, they are not well-suited for non-alphanumeric data
[BA95, AK92]. Although some systems try to solve this problem by represent
ing the multimedia data as Binary Large Objects (BLOBs) which is associated
with its display software, they still have the following problems [AK92]:

(a) the restrictiveness of available operations (blob_read, blob_write)
(b) absence of a querying facility, because they are just like a data
repository.

Furthermore, only a few systems support a limited form of content-based
queries.

1.1

Im age D atab ases

An image database management system is a database system that stores images
and supports the data type image with a set of functions, such as transforma
tion from and to different file formats, change of color depth, content-based
retrieval, tiling regions of interest and automatic indexing. However, there ex
ists hardly any commercial image database management system. It is quite
common to store images in the file system and to use the database only for
links and administrative data, i.e. the images themselves are not really part of
the database; they are only referenced by text-strings or pointers.
The image database inherits some of the problems of multimedia databases
and some others, such as image information representation, querying mecha
nism, data modeling and formatting. Except some write accesses, i.e. adding
new images, and updating index information, image databases are mostly ac
cessed read-only. Hence an efficient query mechanism becomes an important
factor for image databases.
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This thesis focuses on image databases and proposes soiutions for such exist
ing probiems as performance degradation probiem in indexing with the increase
in the number of dimensions, query interfaces for efficient and effective querying
and content-based feature categorization. In particuiar, image feature repre
sentation, content-based image retrievai and muiti-dimensionai indexing for
efficient searching are surveyed. A different approach for content-based query
ing is proposed and a prototype of an image search engine^ that is accessible
via Internet^ is implemented using the subset of the proposed solutions. The
importance of the rncirriage of database technology and Information Retrieval
(IR.) is emphasized to overcome the mentioned problems.

1.1.1

C o n ten t—based Q ueries

Query by image content is the searching of images based on the common, intrin
sic and high-level properties such as color, texture, shape of objects captured in
the images and their semantics. Content-based searches are performed directly
on image data as opposed to searches of associated textual information that
hcis been attached to each database image by an interpreter or analyst.
Content-based retrieval greatly improvc's the value of massive image databases,
where huge amounts of new information should be searched within a short time.
Visual information is unlike text due to its condensed and abstract meaning.
'I'his is the main reason for the content-based indexing problem [BA95]. Espe
cially, the old cliche “A pichire is worth a thousand words'\ explains why image
data cannot be hcindled with traditional methods. A complete annotation of
an image with n objects each with m attributes requires O(n^m ^) database
entries, because each one of the n objects may have m number of attributes,
so 0{nrn) database entries are needed, the number of entries are increased to
0{-rCnP), when their spatial relationship are included. If the interrelationships
between images are also included, the indexing problem becomes intractable
[PPS94].
( k)ntent-l)ased (pieries related with alplianumeric data types are generally
'Sl.S-Sigiiature based Image Filtering and S('arcli.
-lil.t])://wwvv.nlp.cs.bilkent.edu.!i7~gunyakti/I.N'rERFA(,!E.litinl
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straightforward. The queries contain some predicates which must be satisfied
by any data that is retrieved. For example, queries such as ‘‘find all students
who failed in CS352''', and range queries such as ‘’'‘find all students whose GPA
is between 3.00 and

are exact match queries. However, querying mul

timedia data is different from conventional query scheme. Multimedia data
requires its contents to be interpreted for querying. Therefore, content-based
queries require sophisticated indexing schemes and content-analysis algorithms
to generate content descriptions.
In image databases, image content description or content-based retrieval of
images is still in its infancy. It exploits many different areas from computer
vision to Natural Language Processing (NLP) [Sri95], from machine learning
to IR. The need for a domain expert is rather explicit in content-based inter
pretation of images. However, some of the basic image features such as color,
texture, shape and their spatial orientations are perceived less subjectively,
e.g., the sun is interpreted as a circular shaped, yellow or orange colored object
using the basic features, whereas it may indicate power, clarity or daylight, ac
cording to the scene or scope of the image. Briefly, one can say that the content
of visual information is conducive to variable, subjective interpretation.
Therefore these basic image features, which are high-level abstractions of
visual information, are used for describing the contents of images. The spatial
location of image objects, relationships among them, their shapes, and color
distributions are all exploited in content-based queries. For example, ‘‘'Retrieve
images that contain such a texture, with a blue circular object adjacent to a red,
rectangular object on a blue background'. However, text-based queries actually
answer the questions “‘who, where, how, why f

related to the event captured

by the image.
Another problem associated with content-based queries is the selection of
Ihatures. In medical images, sometimes color and their spatial locations are
important. For example, a vast amount of color brain tomographies should
l:>e scanned according to the mentioned features while conducting a survey on
phases of brain tumors in the frontal lolx'. Other times the texture pattern
is more important, e.g., to find a s])ecial type of earth’s surface in satellite
images.
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U ses o f Im age R etriev a l S y stem s

Image databases and image search engines are needed especially in geographic
information systems (GIS), in interpretation of satellite images [KCH95], and
in health-care systems for medical images [Kim, Gup95, G.R92, ZDS“^], e.g.
to detect cancer, in image archiving [(Jat96], in agricultural (tele)diagnostic,
in TV a.nd News production [OSEMV95], in retail systems for selecting wall
paper, fabric, clothing [FSN'^95], in on-line shopping, in scientific research for
classification and building the taxonomy in botany, zoology; identification sys
tems for security purposes; in face recognition [BP.J93, PPS94], in art libraries
[Gat96], in copyright firms for finding similar, fake company logos. Inciden
tally, an image search engine on the Internet will help users who are currently
overburdened with huge amounts of information returned while searching for
a company, not by its (unknown) ricime, but by certain properties of its logo,
for exiimple.

1.2

M otivation and R esearch O b jective

In databases, one of the commonly used acc('ss methods is indexing, because
it permits relatively fast retrieval using oiu' or more keys. The most popular
indexing techniques for alphanumerical data are leased on 5 ‘*'-trees [Com79].
However, in multimedia databases, due to performance issues, conventional
indexing techniques should be replaced by more suitable and efficient ones.
Therefore multi-dimensional indexing structures are needed due to the multi
dimensional aspects of image features and image queries. There is relatively
little research on indexing the multimedia data compared to variety of multimedia data types.
Most of the existing image retrieval systems, and commercial image databases
('ither depend on the textual commercial databases [OS95], where image inflexes are constructed according to the annotated keywords, or use the pioiK'ering multidimensional index structure R-ivee [Gut84], its variants and k-d-B
tic'es [llobSl]. For example, /f-tro'e and its variants are used in QBI(1 [FSN‘'‘95]
and k-d-B trc'es are used in some paits of Ghabot [OS95]. However, none ol
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the recently proposed multidimensional indexing structures such as TV-tree.
[L.1F94], ,S',5'-tree [WJ96], A'-tree [BKH96] is used in existing image retrieval
systems.
1 ..'iiep

Figure 1.2: Comparison of only QBE and SQL+QBE type image retrieval
systems

Another performance issue in image search engines is the support of the
shortest path to reach the target image, which is only available by a combi
nation of SQL (Structured Query Language) and QBE (Query By Example)
(Figure 1.2). In the QBE type queries, a user is forced to select an image
from the sample set. However the sample set may contain completely different
images, e.g. images of nature or cars, while the user is searching for an apple.
'I'lierefore it takes some steps till s/he reaches the apple images.
Therefore in the system proposed here, a combination of IR and a new
indexing structure, TV-ivee [L.JF94] is used, and the relevance feedback infor
mation of each retrieved image is provided to guide the user towards the target
image(s).
Image signatures, that are actually bit vectors, are used as image represen
tatives in content-based searches. Signatures describe not only the content as a
whole, l)ut also the olrjects residing in the image. Image signature calculation
is ('xplained in chapter 6.
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Similar imcige signatures can be grouped together to build a group signature,
in order to avoid comparing (bit-wise comparison) with all signatures during
image query processing (e.g. two level signature files). Therefore it is highly
optimized for speed. Because, instead of exhaustive comparison of signature
files and query signature, query signatures are compared with only group sig
natures. In the prototype system, there is no need to employ the grouping
mechanism because of the small database size.
In this thesis, signatures cire not only used cis a filtering mechanism for just
the color feature as in the Ccise of QBIC [FSN"''95], but also for shape, texture
and spatial features of images, which has not been used before, according to
the literature survey.
Given cin example feature vector (which is computed using the user pre
sented sample image, like the computation of the signature) a list of similar
matches can be retrieved from the constructed multi-dimensional index struc
ture containing thousands of feature vectors in just a short time. A large
number of images can be ranked very fast, a lot faster than by the use of more
classical techniques of image content comparison, namely correlation.
There is a gap in the image segment indexing and image segment retrieval.
Existing image retrieval systems employ the similarity based on color discrim
ination only for the whole image. However, some partitions of images should
also be indexed, because those portions may contain some vital information
which might be otherwise omitted. For example, a tumor in a brain tomogra
phy might occupy only a rather small part. However, it is the core information
of the tomography image. Image segments are also indexed in the proposed
system.

1.3

O verview o f th e T hesis

I'liis tliesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a survey of related work,
liighlighting tlie shortcomings of the existing technology. Chapter 2 explains
tli(' i'('(.i'i('val mod('ls and image (|uery types employed in the image retrieval
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systems. Chapter 4 presents the relevancy between Information Retrieval &
Image Database Systems and the reasons for using signature files in image
retrieval are explained. Chapter 5 explains rnulti-dirnensional indexing prob
lem and TV-tree structure with examples and proposed solutions. Chapter 6
presents details of the proposed solutions that are supported with algorithms
cind examples. Chapter 7 lists the conclusions and future works.

C hapter 2
P revious Work
There are two types of image databases: one with no image-understanding
capability [OS95], and the other one with vision systems [PPS94], which stores
images in a basic image repository.
The former one contains textual summaries for each image and indexes that
use these annotations [CD95]. The lack of common vocabulary, inaccurate
interpretation of images or insufficient keyword selection causes incorrect re
trievals. Moreover, it is hard to do complex queries on images.
The latter is used for vision applications and research. However, there is
less emphasis on specific database processes such as insertion, indexing, and
querying. The common feature of both systems is the analysis and retrieval
based on the actual image information content.
Image features representing the content can be extracted manually, semiautomatically, or automatically [FSN''‘95, KB96]. Each method has .some ad\'aritages as well as disadvantages. Image features are multi-dimensional, i.e.
there is no fixed query pattern for image retrieval and image queries, thus all im
age features should be indexed to support efficient querying. Moreover, query
performance is more important, than update performance in image dcitabase
systems.
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M u ltid im en sion al In d exin g

The terms, rmdti key, multi-attribute and multidimensional ¿ire referred to ac
cess methods for secondary keys. In traditioniil databa.se applications, image
data, are represented by records on disk which are N-dimensional points. For
e.xample, if ,A^ = 1 then the access is only by primary key and it is called
one-dimensional (1-D). If N > 1 then it is called multidimensiona,!.
The conventional inde.xing techniques based on fí+-trees are also not suit
able for inde.xing the multi-dimensional data [NOL95], e.g. spatial data which
occupy non-zero regions in the space. However, query performance is more im
portant than update performance in image database systems. Therefore new
indexing structures are needed to index visual data.
The research on indexing the multirnedici datci is very limited compared to
the research activities on multimedia data types. Some indexing structures are
proposed to support multi-dimensional data, such as k-d-B trees [RobSl], Grid
Files [NHS84], Quad-tree [Gar82], R-tree [Gut84], R+-tree [SRF87], R*-tree
[BKSS90], TV-tree [LJF94], SS-tree [VV.J96], X-tree [BKH96].
The comparison of these indexing structuix's is given in chapter 5. However
the presentation is kept more focused to sonu' of them to explain the concepts
used in the thesis.

2.1.1

R -tree

y\n R-tree [Gut84] is an index structure for point and spatial data at the same
time. It is a height-balanced tree similar to a B-tree. Only leaf nodes contain
pointers to actual data objects. The index structure is dynamic, balanced and
no reorganization is required after deletion or insertion.
.'\ii R-tree uses a tuple to represent a spatial data in the database.

To

facilitate fast retrieval, each tuple has a unic|ue identifier, which is lower and
upp('r bounds of the bounding rectangle along dimensions, i.e. the internal
nodes contain minimum bounding N-dimensional rectangles that cover the area
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of all children nodes. Leaf nodes contain pointers to the actual data items.
Insertions an,d splitting of R-tree are made as in the B-tree. The deletion
algorithm contains the call to the merging algorithm which condenses the tree
structure. The condensation is made by re-insertion, because the conditions for
merging nodes are different from the ones of the B-tree due to the multidimen
sional properties of the objects bounded by the minimum bounding regions.
While searcliing, each time, the branch(es) intersecting with the query region
or point should be followed. A search example of R-tree with 2-D data is given
in chapter .T
Originally the R-tree was proposed for indexing 2-dimensional spatial data.
However, it is also used for similarity searching by image content in large image
database. The R-tree suffers from the overlapping problem which is explained
in chapter 5. Some variants of the R-tree are proposed in the literature to
overcome the performance drawbacks.

2.1.2

R ^-tree

An R+-tree [SRF87] is an extension of a k-d-B tree [RobSl] to cover non
zero size objects. Multi-dirnensional space is partitioned into disjoint parts,
in order to avoid overlapping rectangles in the intermediate nodes. Although
region overlapping is avoided, a multiple path search is still needed, because
each spatial data with non-zero area may be divided into different disjoint
regions.
To search and to insert a data into the tree structure, R'^'-tree exploits the
scune concepts of B-trees. The main difference is in the split propagation that
is iruide upwards and downwards in the tree structure. The delete algorithm is
the same as for the R-tree, but here, it is possible to delete several minimum
bounding regions from leaf nodes because the insertion routine may introduce
more than one copy for a newly inserted rectangle.
/f^-tree is proposed for supporting specicil applications of computer vision,
( '.\l)/('A M and robotics.
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i?*-tree

All 7?*-tree [BKSS90] tries to minimize the overlapping regions with its heuris
tic optimization algorithm. It incorporates a combined optimization of area,
margin and overlap of Ccich bounding rectangle in the internal nodes.
The overlap between bounding regions is decreased because of the effort to
minimize bounding regions. Minimizing the overlap also decreases the number
of paths to be traversed. The margin of a bounding region is tried to be
minimized to make it more quadratic. For a fixed area, the object with the
smallest margin is the square. So, quadratic rectangles can be packed easily
and thus bounding a smaller rectangle.
It has the best performance among the other R-tree family members. How
ever, all the R-tree based indexing structures will become a linked list, if the
size of a single feiiture vector is bigger than a disk page. Moreover, the tree
structure is dependent on the insertion order, i.e. tree structure is not unique.
In some cases, the order of data is more apparent in performance of indexingstructures.

2.1.4

T V -tr ee (T elescop ic V ector Tree)

As stated in [VV.J96] , a TV-tree [LJF94] is a unique structure which is actually
designed for indexing the multi-dirnensional data. The main idea of a TV-tree
is to use a variable number of dimensions for indexing. The name of Telescopic
Vector Tree stems from the contraction and extension aspect of feature vectors.
The number of dimensions depends on the data size to be indexed and to
the level of the tree. In the first few levels, a small number of dimensions are
used for indexing and a higher fanout is achieved, i.e. shallower tree. The
discrimination is much more in the remaining tree levels with the introduction
of new dimensions.
Ih'rformance of a TV-tree is better than that of R-tree based structures,
riie '1 V-tree structure and its algorithms are further explained in section 5.2.
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S S -tree (S im ilarity Search Tree)

All SS-tree [VVJ96] is based on the R-tree structure. The insertion algorithm
is similar to that of an R*-tree. However, an SS-tree uses spherical bounding
regions rather than rectangular I'egions. An SS-tree relies heavily on a dornciin
expert to help in the indexing process. The domain expert should specify
groups which contain feature vector elements with the same weight.
The similarity distance measure is actually a weighted Euclidean distance
metric. Each SS-tree structure uses one l:>ase distance metric. Thus its draw
back is apparent while searching for data with different feature weights. More
tJian one SS-tree with different base distance metrics are needed for indexing,
because a single SS-tree can only be optimal for one bcise distance metric.
There are no test results available for ajiproximate queries which are fre([uently used in content-based querying of multimedia data.

2.1.6

X -tree (e x te n d e d node Tree)

The nodes of an X-tree [BKH96] are a hybrid of linear array and R-tree nodes.
.An X-tree uses supernodes to avoid degeiu'ral ioii in the indexing structure, i.e.
supernodes are used for avoiding splits of overflowing nodes which may cause
new overlcipping regions. A supernode is a linear array like structure and its
size is variable. Usually its size is twice t he block size. Actually an X-tree
contains three different types of nodes; data nodes, normal directory nodes
(internal nodes) and supernodes.
The proposed split algorithm uses (he track of previous splits for finding
t he optimal split. The optimal split is actually the split which does not cause
any new overlapping region.

Point, lauge and nearest neighbor algorithms

are similar to R*-tvee algorithms, except the supernode concept. .An X-tree
performs better in insertion and retrieval t han /f’-tree and TV-tree.
I'he major problem of multi-dimensioual indexing structures is the overlap|)iiig legion i)roblem (explained in cha|)t('r o) caused by the growing dimension.
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Im age R etrieval S ystem s

Lycos*, Alta Vista^, Yahoo^, Excite* and other Internet search services index a
significant portion of the World Wide Web by their textual content and make
searching available to the public. For example, Lycos extracts keywords from
documents using the word placements or their frequencies. They are designed
for indexing a huge number of Web sites and use a “5oo/ean” search method in
which the user can only search for exact words or parts of words or combinations
of words that exist in web pages and they are based on alphanumeric data thiit
is inadequate to represent visual data.
Chabof5 [OS95], QBIC** [FSN+95], WebSeek [SC97a], VisualSEEk^ [SC96],
WebSeer** [SFV], Safe [SC97b] are designed for searching visual data that is
available via the Internet. They enable to query either images residing in their
local database or images available in the Internet.

2.2.1

Im age Search E ngines for th e In tern et

WebSeek** [SC97a] offers content-based relevance feedback, WebSeer [SFV] tries
to combine image content information with associated text, however their user
interfaces permit only textual cjueries. VisualSEEk [SC96] and Safe [SC97b]
are the latest .Java enabled search engines, however they do not exploit the
power of signatures, such as less storage need and fast matching processing
(bitwise comparison). Apart from these image retrieval systems, some image
engines [FSN'*'95, OS95, PPS94] are civailable only on local image databases.
Mittp://vvww.lycos.com
h ttp:// w w w .al t av is t a.com
’Mittp.7 / W W W . yahoo.com
■M111.p:/ / w w w .exc it e.COm
"Mittp://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/cypress/
'Mittp.7/wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/ qbic/qbic.html
"http.7/disiiey.ctr.columbia.edu:8021/VisualSEEk/VisualSEEk.html
1111p:/ / i 11fo 1ab.cs.uch ic ago.ed u/ we 1)seer /
'’http://disney.ctr.columbia.edu/WebSEEk/
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Im age R etriev a l S ystem s in th e In tern et

QBIC by IBM
IBM’s Query By Image Content (QBIC) [FSN+95] was the first complete sys
tem to demonstrate the use of simple attributes in appearance-based retrieval
of images from a reasonably sized database. In QBIC [FSN'^95], instead of time
consuming computations, first a filtering mechanism is employed to reduce the
search space only for color histogram matching, then a complete matching
operation is applied to the resulting candidates [FBF+94]. Color histogram
matching is explained in 6.4.2.
However, the highest retrieval rate is in color and its 10% success rate
[Cat96] is very low (i.e. 90% of the images in the resulting set a,ve false drops).
Idle filtering operation, 256-dimensional color matching, consumes a lot of time
especially in image databases with thousands of images. Another drawback of
this filtering arises where images have similar color histograms, but different
shape or texture information. Although images satisfy the filtering condition,
they will fail in fine tuning. The use of shape indexing in QBIC is also prob
lematic when manually creating shcipe information [.lai96].
QBIC is used for the content-based ind('xing and retrieval of image collec
tions from French Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
[Cat96, FSN+95].

Chabot by UC Berkeley
riie UC Berkeley’s Chabot [OS95] proj('ct annotates the images with textual
data, that are stored in an object-relational DBMS called Illustra which is a
commercial version of UC Berkeley's BOS'l'CRES research project [Gro93].
All t he image content and feature information, including the color histogram
information are stored as text in the databas(x where no similarity searching
is available. Drawbacks of keyword annotation are explained in section 6.1.
"Exact match” (|U('ries also fail to match images with small deviations. Support
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lor integration of image features with text and other data types is essential.
Again B- or R-trees are used as index structures for user-defined indices with
their inherited performance drawbacks [LJF94, WJ96, BKH96].

P hotobook by MIT
The Photobook project [PPS94] at the MIT Media Lab uses neither keywords,
nor textual transformations of image features for indexing images. It actually
stores the encoded image segments themselves which can be reconstructed for
direct search on image content. It applies semantic-preserving image compres
sion, i.e. compact representations that preserve essential image similarities.
Image segments are transformed into a coordinate system that preserves
perceptual similarities, and then uses a lossy compression method to extract
and decode the most important parts of that representation. The approach,
“perceptually complete” and “semantically meaningful” image encodings, is
the pioneering approach for content-based retrieval.
Photobook system stores cilso textual annotation information in an objectoriented, memory-based AI database called Framer [Haa93]
It provides color histogram computation at run-time. Although a lesser
amount of information is stored, a much longer time is consumed for recon
struction, uncompression and other post-processes in image retrieval.

2.2.3

O th er Im age R etrieval S y stem s

In the FICTION system [Sri95], the textual captions of newspaper photogrciphs
are processed by some NLP techniques to help predict and identify objects in
images. The descriptive text can only explain the main content of the image but
not each of its minor points. For exiimple, satellite images or medical images iire
best examples to degrade the FICTION system’s effectiveness. In cases where
ail image is worth a thousand words, keyword annotation or assignment, and
clustering into eaXegories can not solve the content indexing problem.
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The basis of the CANDID (Comparison Algorithm for Navigating Digital
Inicige Databases) [KCH95] approach is to describe either an entire image or
a specific region’ of interest with a global signature of texture, shape or color
content computed by the N-gram method [KCH95]. The probability density
function is the content signature for the given image. However, no fine tuning
or textual search is supported in CANDID.

2.3

Signature A pproach in Im age R etrieval

In QBIC [FSN+95, FBF'''94], color signatures are used for filtering the color
information and then a second phase is eni])loyed for eliminating the false drops
(explained in chapter 4). However, there is no filtering phase for other image
features, like shape and texture.
In CANDID [KCH95], image features (local color, texture and/or shape)
tire extracted for signature computation. Image signatures are computed by
making use of the probability density functions.
(Jhang, et.al [CSY87] have developed an indexing mechanism which uses
character strings to represent spatial relationships between different objects in
an image. Due to the space and performana' limitations of this scheme, spa
tial information of image objects are converted to spatial signatures [LYC92].
These signature are intended to accelerate the matching process, where normal
string matching algorithms were employed before. Two-level signature files are
adopted for the Filtering phase.
Using spatial signatures may cause some problems, since for spatial relation
ships, the relative ordering of the specific'd image objects should be reflected
lo the signatures which are also com’ertible easily to the inverse of spatial
ri'lationships.
't'li(;refore the stored signature and t he (|U('ry signature should be procesf
somehow to facilitate the retrieval.

C hapter 3
R etrieval M odels in Im age
D atabases
Searching text just requires a query on algorithm-based extraction of keywords,
which does not need an understanding of the text meaning. The text content
is tried to be captured by some keyword extraction algorithms. The keywords
are considered as the content descriptors of the documents. For example, the
keywords of the textual documents are selected from the ones with the highest
word frequencies or from the distinct words. Or word locations are considered
in keyword selection, e.g., the word that are after the stop words are selected
as keywords.
The selected keywords and the document to be processed are in the same
type (i.e. both cire alphanumerical data), hence it is easy to describe the content
of the document with the keywords.
However, it is not the case in visual documents. Image features and the
occasion captured in the image actually defines the content. Therefore visual
Feature extraction algorithms are needed, which is a more overwhelming task
than keyword extraction. Pattern recognition and computer vision techniques
ar(^ needed for fully automatic,feature extraction. Moreover, similarity with
res|)(?ct to human perce[)tiori sometimes differs from the algorithmic cornputalion. For exami)le, humans perceive that shapes are similar even when they
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are deformed versions of each other. Almost none of the existing algorithms
for hnding the similarities perform well when there is non-rigid deformation.
Searching images in a database mainly depends on three major comparison
methods: Boolean, vector space and probabilistic retrieval models [KB96]. The
first of these is based on the “'exact matcE' principle which is employed in stan
dard textual databases, the other two are based on the concept of “best match”,
which are employed in multimedia systems, where the non-alphanumerical con
tent has more expressive power than the keywords.

3.1

B oolean R etrieval M odel

The annotation of meta-data, keywords and captions of images can be adapted
to content-based queries, because content-based retrieval depends on the rich
ness of the meta-data or meta-knowledge about the image itself. Textual informcition may describe the image by semantic information (imaging date),
image attributes, image object properties (type of shape), domain-defined ob
jects (tumor in brain tomography), measurements of domain or image objects
(size, ai'ea) and their absolute or relative positions.
Normally the annotation should be dom' automatically by the system with
the help of a domain expert during the insertion to the database. However,
today none of the existing systems, such as QBIC [FSN+95] and Chabot [OS95]
can do it correctly. Image objects can not be recognized fully and correctly.
There is always some noisy, deficient or incorrect keywords attached to the
images, or some image information is lost due to the expressive power of natural
or formal language.
In the Boolean retrieval model, images are indexed with the assigned key
words and they are retrieved by either .SQL or free-text matching. Although
it is easy to specily abstract (lueries, tlie retrieval performance is as good as
specified text descriptors.
Other drawbacks of keyword based indexing are explained in chapter 6.1.
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V ector Space R etrieval M od el

In vector space model, image descriptors (feature vectors) are cornputed ac
cording to a pre-determined feature set. Due to the size of image information,
generally their descriptors are used in image searches. Image descriptors are
actually feature vectors. A feature vector is a bit vector where a bit is set (i.e.
“1”) if a feature is known to be true, and not set (i.e. “0”) otherwise. The
key characteristics of an image are distilled and its feature vector is created,
which is actucilly the signature of the image. Due to compactness and fast
comparison (bit-wise comparison) image signatures are preferred to associated
te.xt or keywords for content-based retrieval.
For example, let there be N predefined image features (/j, 1 < i < A^), and
Vi is the feature vector of image i,

Vi =

( / i , / 2 , - , / tv)

If fj exists or is satisfied by the image i, then it is set to a specific value, e.g.
“1”, where non-existent features are denoted by “0”.
The similarity distance of two images is actually calculated by the “fur
nished” Euclidean distance of two vectors, “furnished” means that some do
main knowledge should be embedded into the similarity computation. For
example, the similarity distance of yellow to orange is less than that of to red.
This perceptual similarity should be reflected to similarity calculations.

3.3

Fuzzy (P rob ab ilistic—Sem antic) R etrieval
M od el

In this retrieval model, past experiences or statistics based on many sample
(jtK'ries, help improve the retrieval performance of new queries. Conceptual
categoriza.tions and concept maps ai'e used to indicate the relationships bet \ve('ii objects [LOS95]. The features of images are restructured into senuintic
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networks to represent knowledge in an interconnected manner. The precise
definitions of image elements and their pro.ximal relationship to one another
are also exploited in fuzzy (semantic) based queries. For example, an image
categorized to the topic of “sports” taken in light-weight championship is un
likely to be retrieved while searching for the image of a Compact Disc, although
l:>oth images contain circular objects.
In a fuzzy query a user may fire a query like; “Give the most impressive
pictures of Bosnia showing the bad im,pact of war”.
A fuzzy retrieval model exploits multidisciplinary techniques, such as Arti
ficial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Information Retrieval and Natural Lan
guage Processing. Therefore its accuracy is limited with the problems in these
multi-disciplinary areas.
Fuzzy searches or “similar to” queries are used in multimedia databases,
since words do not have the same expressive power as that of an image, or
sound. Fuzzy or probabilistic queries for images make use of Information Re
trieval (IR) and Artificial Intelligence (Al) techniques in database systems.
As it is stated in [KB96], image databases are the combination of database
Ccipabilities and information retrieval capal)ilities.

R e trie v a l

Comparison of Rxfirieval Models.
A dvantages
D isadvantages

M odel
Boolean

Easy complex query specification

Vocabulary dependent
No similarity queries
Larger index size

Vector Space

Adaptable and portahle

Dimension problem

Easy to implement

Need for good similarity function

Similarity retrieval is supported
Fuzzy

Concept-based queries

Domain-specific

Easy semantic ({uery specification

No perfect algorithm
Multidisciplinary limits
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Q uery T yp es in Im age D atab ases

Query-By-Example (QBE) type of queries are common in image, search en
gines [FSN+95], which helps the user navigate through an iterative refinement
procedure towards the goal. However, it sometimes makes getting closer to the
goal almost impossible, for example, representative images selected from the
database may be unrelated with the query image. Therefore, a combination of
QBE and SQL like visual languages should be applied for successful searches
cuid to cut down the search time.
There exist some systems, such as QBIC [FSN+95], in which the user either
draws a rough outline of the image or a template for querying. This is called as
‘‘’Like this retrievaP. However, it is very hard to draw a template if the query
object is vei'y complex to draw, for example tumors in brain. Thus QBE is
frequently used in image retrieval systems.
Another type of QBE is the iconic query. The image icon gives a rough
idea about the real image. The representative objects, color or textures of the
image is selected for its iconic representation.
QBE type queries are employed in vector space and fuzzy retrieval models,
but Boolean retrieval model is especially used in SQL like queries.

C hapter 4
Inform ation R etrieval

L ·

D atabase System s
In the past, conventional Database Management Systems (DBMSs) have typ
ically managed simple data types such as strings and integers. One of the
current trends is the use of DBMS for the management of multimedia data,
particularly as software, and computers become better able to handle audio
and video data recjuirements.

Certainly, multimedia data has been stored

in DBMS since 1980’s, but with severely limited support. Object-Oriented
Database Management Systems (OODBMS) (vs. relational DBMS) have gen
erally become the database management system of choice for multimedia data,
which is better supported by OODBMS [RNL95].
In conventional DBMSs, the “exact match” principle is applied. The result
of a query is a single set, whose members actually validate the query term, no
false information exists in this set and none of the qualifying information is
ignored. IR systems also return a single set, whose members are ranked since
the retrieval involves content (pieries that include weights. The order of results
indicates the closeness of the query term with the result. However, the result
set may contain false data, e.g. false drops.
Fuzzy searches and iterative cpieries (for refinement at each step) are needed
in image databases, because features extracted to index image data, or search
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the datcibase are difficult to identify and not precise enough. As in textual
IR systems, similar techniques can be applied to rank the results in image
retrieval.
Probabilistic or Boolean comparisons are also used in image searches. A
major problem with the Boolean model (used in database systems) is that
it does not allow for any form of relevance ranking of the retrieved data set.
In the “best-match” retrieval method, terms can be weighted according to
their importance, which are computed on the basis of statistical distributions
of features in images. In probabilistic comparison, retrieved information is
ranked in order of probability of relevance to the query, given all the evidence
available. The most typical source of such evidence is the statistical distribution
of features in the database, and in relevant and irrelevant images.
Traditional databases are the abstraction of the real world pertinent to the
problem at hand in terms of alphanumeric data. However, image databases
are a close marriage of the three fields; database management, information
retrieval and computer vision, each of which needs to make some adjustments.
Storing multimedia data in MMDBs has several uses [PS96].

4.1

Signature F iles

Although signature files are first used in IR for content-based searching of tex
tual information, they can also be used in searching multimedia data [KCH95].
The signature file approach is one of the most powerful methods for informa
tion retrieval [FC84]. The main idea is to convert the given information into a
bit sequence by using a hash function, which is then stored in compressed or
uncompressed form into separcite files. Each representative or important part
of information is converted to a bit stream and combined to build the signature
of that information. For example, suppose that “red”, “car” and “collision”
are keywords of the document Qi. In order to create the signature of Di, each
kevword is converted by a hash function, hi into the following bit streams:
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Keyword
red
car

0000 0101
1000 0010

collision

0100 0010

Df

1100 0111

Dr

0000 0101 1000 0010 0100 0010

Signature

The document signature is created either by superimposing all the keyword
signatures, as in the case of D·^ (Super imposed Coding Method-SC [FC84]), or
by concatenating them one after another, as in the case of Df® (Word Signature
Method-WS [FC84]). The former suffers from false drops and the latter suffers
from space inefficiency, because more bits are used for the signature. The SC
method is the one generally used in document signature computation.
Instead of string matching, bit conjunction (bitwise AND^mg) between query
signature and document signature reveals the result of the query. Although
bitwise comparison is much faster than string matching, the probability of false
drops still exists. A false drop is the mapping of different words into same bit
positions. Some qualified documents seem to contain a keyword, which is, in
fact, non-existent. For example, the signature of “sum” computed by hi is
“1100 0000”. Although the document signature

satisfies it, it does not

exist in Di- Therefore the hashing function //, to generate the signature can be
tuned in such a way that the false drops can be adjusted within tolerance. To
overcome the false drop problem some solutions are proposed [AC93].

4.1.1

S ignatu re F iles in Im age D atab ases

Signature files are used for searching image databases, where images are man
ually annotated with keywords [Ce86]. However, recalling the old cliche, it
makes the signature files space inefficient. So, a new set of principles need to
be established for image analysis and representation, since the assumptions on
text signatures are inapplicable'for multimedia data, e.g. the probabilistic in
dependence of word occurency assumptions are not valid for image databases,
l)('cause there exist some semantic rules that construct complex objects from
the primitive ones [AC93].
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An image signature is a compact form of some feature information of the
image such as color, shape, texture which can characterize its content. An
image can have'more than one signature associated with it, e.g.

for each

predefined image segment, because the content of visual information is well
suited for variable and subjective interpretation.

4.1.2

A d van tages o f U sin g S ignatu re F iles vs O ther
S tru ctu res

The high storage need of image information itself and its interpretation causes
some problems in efficient data storage and data retrieval while designing an
image database system.

When retrieving images from the database, some

discrimination terms are defined. Images, actually image information extracted
from images, are checked with the discrimination terms and satisfying images
are returned. The checking of the encoded image information should be done
very fast and the space reserved for that information should also be minimum
to be efficient. Therefore the signature file approach is an excellent choice for
using as a filtering mechanism in image searching.
Signature files require very little processor time during the resolution of
conjunctive queries, especially, in machines where a special hardware is builtin for performing bitwise A

operations. This property makes signature files

more preferable than inverted files, due to the latter’s inefficient performance
in conjunctive queries [WMB94].
In some cases, not all the pixel values or objects in the image are important,
due to the limited capability of human perception or errors in image creation
tools, e.g., low resolution of scanners. This situation is analogous to “full-text”
searching and “keyword searching” in textual IR systems, where inverted files
are preferred in the former, and signature files in the latter due to performance
reasons [WMB94].
However, the signature file approach does not provide good ranking sup
port, and for applications requiring feature’s spatial information signature files
need to be augmented Ijy other structures.

C hapter 5
M ulti-dim ensional Indexing
Index in a database is actually an entry for each data item, that contains
the value of the ke}^ attribute for that data item and a referen/re pointer that
facilitates immediate access to the location of the data item. The most popular
indexing techniques for alphcinumerical data are based on .6-trees [BM72] cind
tlieir various extensions such as 6'*'-trees [Corn79]. However in multimedia
databases, due to performance issues, coiu'entional indexing techniques should
be replaced by more effective and eflicienl ones [NOL95].
In content-based queries, all images arc' rc'pi'esented by some pre-computed
visual features. The key attribute of an image will be a feature vector which is
I'epresented as a point in a multi-dimensional feature space. Similarity queries
depend on the similarities between feature vectors. Therefore an efficient multi(limensional indexing scheme is reciuirc'd in order to achieve fast and effective
rel rievaJ in content-lrased (|ueries.
Color, shape, texture featurcís and their spatial positions are the common
and mostly researched attriluites of visual data, because of their distinguish
ing eai)a.bilities. Howevc'r. each of tlic'in has many subfeatures. For example,
color c-.an be any of the 16 million colors; shape ca.n have color, formation or
s])atial orientation features: tc;;;xtur(' fc'aliirc's can Ire determined according to
c'dgc' dc'iisity, randomness, orientation; spatial positions in 2-1) space can Ire
rc'prc'sc'nted in 169 diilerent cases [b't’CDd].
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All these cluiracteristic may be needed in image retrieval, because there does
not exist a fixed query pattern in content-based queries. In some applications,
shape and color are rather important than texture and spatial features, but not
in others. Therefore images should be indexed in a way that they are available
for searching in a reasonable time, regardless of the number of images.
Therefore image content representation is converted into a set of coordinates
for a point in the multi-dimensional space and then any multi-dimensional
index structure, such as k-d-B trees [RobSl], linear quadtrees [Gar82], gridfiles [NHS84], R-tree [Gut84] and its variants i?+-tree [SRF87], i?*-tree [BKSS90],
T V -im e [LJF94], A^’-tree [WJ96] and AT-tree [BKH96], can be employed for
indexing.

5.1

Id ea b eh in d th e M u lti-d im en sion al In d ex in g

There are two different approaches on indexing multi-dimensional data;

• The observations on the real data reveal that most of data points
in multi-dimensional space are highly correlated. They occupy
only a subspace with a lower number of dimensions. Thus some
transformations (e.g. FastMap [CF95], Karhuenen Loeve) can
be used to lower the number of dimensions of space [NOL95],
so that they can be indexed using traditional multi-dimensional
structures.

• The observations on the most of the high-dimensional data reveal
that a small number of dimensions contains most of the infor
mation, i.e. a small number of dimensions has more importance
than others during querying.

Fast retrieval and fast access to multi-dimensional data is only possible by
decreasing the search space. The similar data points are grouped in such a
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way that a minimum bounding region contains them. The minimum bounding
region is actually the representative of the set of points in that region. The
minimum bounding regions cire then inserted in a tree like structure.
Each node contains the minimum bounding region of its child nodes and
the leaves contain pointers to the actual objects. Generally, the nodes are
considered as disk pages, thus, the parameters (page size, fanout, fill rate,
percentage of overlapping region etc.) of the tree structure should be chosen
carefully to accelerate the search on the tree structure. During the visit of each
node, a disk page read time is spent. For example, total search time is about
32 seconds in an R-tree with 100 MBytes of entries with 10 dimensional real
data [BKH96] on an HP735 workstation with 64 MBytes of main memory.
The main problem of multi-dimensional indexing;

The higher the dimension of the information, the more degradation
¿11

query performance on index struct ure. The number of overlapping

regions increases with the increasing dimensions. Therefore multiple
branches of the tree .structure are traversed unnecessarily.

The overlap of minimum bounding regions, i.e. directory nodes, is directly
correlated to the retrieval performance. .Multiple paths should be traversed
even for point data which intersects with the overlapped region. As the research
indicates that the number of overlapping regions increases with the growing
number of dimensions [LJF94, BKH96, VV.J96].
In the proposed multi-dimensional tree structures, bounding regions of dif
ferent nodes may overlap [Gut84, SRFST, VV.J96, LJF94, BKH96] or cin object
may I:>e located in several nodes [SRFS7]. Both methods have some drawbcicks.
'riie former suffers from overlapping regions. While searching an object in the
tree several nodes should be visited prior to be sure on the presence or ab
sence of tliat object. The region overlapping problem is solved in the latter by
partitioning the space into di.sjoint regions.
However, wliile searching for all objects in a pa.rticular region, many ol
th(' objects are retric\ed more than once. i.(>. segments of the same object in
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different regions. Still multiple branches of the tree should be traversed, which
l)ecomes similar to a sequential algorithm.

Figure 5.1: 2-D Data Sample

®

j?

Dataobjects

C

D

Figure 5.2: Tree Representation of 2-D data

An Exam ple
The Figure 5.1 is an example for the overlapping problem in the multidimen•sional space. For convenience only 2-D spatial data are taken. The problem
is to retrieve the object which intersects with the given search point X . The
amorphous data objects /1, /?, C and D occupy some area in 2-D data space.
'The minimum bounding rectangles R l, R2, i?3, R4, Rb and Rb pa.rtition the
space into subs])aces. For example, RZ is the minimum bounding region for
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oljject B. The R-tree representation is shown in figure 5.2. While searching
the point X in the tree structure starting from the root, both branches should
be searched, since either R l or R2 may contain A’. Searching R1 leads to
the bounding region R4 where the point A' is actually in it. So we succeed.
However, the right branch of the root should also Ije searched, because ^A also
intersects with the region R2. At this time, the region Rb intersects with the
point A^, but not the object C. Therefore the right branch is tirne-consurningly
searched.
These indexing schemes employ some partitioning methods to partition the
multi-dirnensional space. The main goal is to visit the minimum number of
partitions, while searching for an exact query point or similar points (i.e. near
est neighbors) to a given point. However, this technique is not better than a
sequential search, since performance degrades geometrically as the number of
dimensions increases. For excimple, the directory in grid-files grows geometri
cally with the dimensionality. The performance drawbacks of these indexing
methods cire investigated in the literature [LJF94, W.J96, BKH96].
In this thesis, TV-trees which have not been used in any existing image
search engines or image databases, have becMi (unployed and justified.

5.2

T elescop ic V ector Tree - (T V -tree)

As stated in [W.J96], a TV-tree is the unique structure which is actually de
signed for indexing the multi-dirnensional data. The main idea of a TV-tree is
to use a variable number of dimensions for indexing. The name of Telescopic
Vector tree stems from the contraction and extension aspect of feature vectors.
The number of dimensions depends on the data size to be indexed and to
t he level of the tree. For the nodes close to the the root, a small number of
dimcMisions is used for indexing. So that a higher fanout is achieved (more
('iitries are in the same node), i.ciu a shallow('r trc'e. The discrimination is much
more' in the descending tree levels with the introduction of new dimensions,
t'or ('xam])le. let there be a tree with a fan-out of A: and / levels, it can oidy
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number of data items. Thus when k increases, the tree capacity

increases, and thus the tree can become shallower. Once the tree gets shallower,
a. few number accesses are required for searching.
There are two main assumptions on the TV-tree:

• The dimensions of feature vectors are sorted by their importance.
The dimensions with higher weight become the first few dimen
sions for comparison.

• Each feature vector should have the same number of important
dimensions of the same type.

In a TV-tree, the data is organized in a hierarchical structure; feature vectors
are clustered in the leaf nodes of the tree, and the description of their minimum
bounding region is stored in its parent node.
The TV-tree is chosen as the indexing structure in this work, because its
performance is better than R-tree like structures for higher dimensions, e.g.
dimensions greater than 16 [BKH96].
.Although a TV-tree hcis a better performance than the R-tree family, there
are some critisizms on the TV-tree indexing structure. In [BKH96], the authors
argue about the maximum number of data items that a TV-tree can support.
The second assumption of a TV-tree is claimed to be unrealistic in [WJ96]. In
the conclusion part of this chapter, a solution is proposed to overcome these
problems.
In the following sections, the structure, insertion and search algorithms are
stated l:)riefiy. The details of the TV-tree can be found in [LJF94].
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Distance metric
Number of dimensions
N-dirnensional center vector of the sphere
Radius
Number of active dimensions
Set of points bounded by the spherical region
Tcd^le 5.1: TV-tree node parameters

5.2.1

T V -tr e e S tru ctu re

ICacli node of a TV-tree represents the niiniinum hounding region of all its
children like in R-tree. However the shape of the bounding region is a sphere.
Each region is denoted by a center, which is a vector (coordinates of the center)
and a scalar radius.
The shape of the minimum bounding region that is simplest to represent
is the sphere. A sphere of radius r contains the set of points with Euclidean
distance (special case of Tp-metric, where p = 2) < r from the center of the
sphere. Euclidean distance is actually the physical distance between two points
in the space.

General distance metric; Lp{x.ij) -

~

Euclidean distance:

~

L-iix.y) =

I'lie sphere is telescopic, because it contracts and extends depending on
the objects stored within the region. ll. is represented as follows using the
|)arameters in Tableb.l;

d = X

\ <i. < N - a

.Active dimensions are the dimensions which have been taken into account
wliile specifying minimum l)ounding r('gions. Inactive dimensions can not dislino'uish between tlie node s descendenls in the tree structure. For example,
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T
R l: c = (2) r = 1

R3: c = (2.5)

r= 1

R2: c = (6.4) r = 2

R4; c = (5,3)

r=2

a= I

a=2

Figure 5.3: Example minimum bounding regions

Figure 5.4: Example of a TV-tree with minimum bounding spheres

in Figure 5.3 R1 has one active dimension (a = l and it is x-axis). The dimen
sionality of R1 is 1 (only the data along x-axis is used to specify R1 in the tree
structure). The dimensionality of R2 is 2 (x and y axis are both used). R2 has
i inactive dimension (x-axis) and 1 active dimension (y-axis). R3 and R4 are
self-explanatory excimples.
.A example of the TV-tree structure with some data is given in Figure 5.4.
.11
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In sertio n

Similar to the insertion algorithms in binary trees, the algorithm starts with
the root and the appropriate branch is selected at each tree level. The traversal
continues till we reach to a leaf, where the new data should be inserted.
In case of an overflow, either the node should l>e split, or its contents should
b(' rein,sorted; i. to minimize the overlapping regions, ii. to arrange new bound
ing region values, and in. to avoid deterioration in the tree structure.
At the end of insert/split/reinsert operations, some internal nodes are af
fected, i.e. the value of the bounding region miglit have been changed. Thus,
the values of all affected nodes should also be updated.
There are two types of update, either the radius of a bounding region may
increase or the number of cictive dimensions may decrease [LJF94].

5.2 .3

Searching

.As in the insertion algorithm, the tree is t ra\ ('ised starting from root down to
the leaf level while examining all the branches, which intersect with the given
search region. The search region is actually a \ector.
The multi-dimensional problem still ('xists in a TV-tree for cases where a
gi\ en data object intersects with different bounding regions, or where minimum
bounding regions intersect with each otlier.

5.3

C onclusion and P rop osed S olu tion

The main problem of the multi-dimensional indexing methods is the deterioralion of performance with the increasing dimensionality. Overlapping regions in
!li(' multi-dimensional space unnecessarily cause multiple path searches. Thus
lu' reti'ii'val on the index structure may tuni into a. sequential search.
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'Fo overcome this difficulty I propose to apply a filtering mechanism, image
signatures, to reduce the number of dimensions. The filtering mechanism is
applied before sScirching in the index tree. In the filtering step, not only the
number of dimensions is reduced, but also the number of images to check is
decreased. Filtered data are used as the actual entries of the index structure.
Thus the index structure will contain fewer number of entries than before.
In [BKH96], the authors stated that they could not insert more than 50 MByte
of data. This drawback of the TV-tree is solved by reducing the search space
using signature filtering. Actually the TV-tree is used for fine-tuning and for
detecting the false drops caused by the first stage.
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Structure
C.irid files

A dvantage

D isadvantage

G uaranteed access to any record in 2
disk I/O , one for each level, one for grid

Not scalable for N (> 2 ) dim ensional d ata

k-d-B
dree

Useful only for 1-D datci

C^uad
dree

B etter for non-uniform distributed data
G ood for set-th eoretic operations

R -tree

Each ob ject only in one leaf
Su itab le for b oth poin t L· spatial data

7:^+-tree

A void overlapping regions

/7*-tree

M inim ize overlapping space
M inim ize dead space for making

SS-tree

X-tree

'rV -tree

'Table 5.2:
structures

D ecision in higher level so better per
form ance than / 7 + / 7 * -tree
Sim ilarity m easures are actually stored
B etter perform ance than /7*-tree
Insertion is linear
M inim ize overlapping regions with
supernodes
B etter perform ance thtin 77*-tree and
T V -tree
B etter perform ance than R-(ree family
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dransforrnation is required for sp atial d ata
File directory does not grow at the sam e rate as
the d ata
U p dating by reinsertion causes possible deadlock
Very slow
Difficult feature based queries, because of it is
lack of feature indexing capability
Space requirem ent is depend en t on the p osition
of origin (shift sensitive)
Bcid perform ance for uniform d ata
Degraded perform ance in increasing dim ension
O verlapping regions
Space
inefficiency for indexes in higher
dim ensions
Not unique, tree structure depends on the inser
tion order
E xp ected B -tree perform ance is not guaranteed
P artitions of im ob ject is in different leaves
Not unique, depend en t on d ata order
Storage u tilization m ay deteriorate
'FraN'crsal of unpredictable len gth during insertion
L· fl('l<Mion
Ins(irt ion is cpiadratic
Not ( llV'ctive for dim ensions > 5, because about
90% of the bou nd in g regions overlap

M ultiple S S -tree’s ¿ire needed for each query, if
different sim ilarity weights are used
I.Oxcess doinciin knowledge is needed
Sequential search in large supernodes.
A dditional operation s should be perform ed, in
c¿ıse of underflow in supernodes
Still overlapping problem

Advantages and Disadvantages of multi-dimensional indexing

C hapter 6
Im age Search by Signature
F iltering—SIS

6.1

F oundations o f SIS

Textual information is composed of character strings that are direct represen
tatives of the information. However, visual information (raster image data)
contciins only the color information of individual pixels, file name, size and
other format data. None of the existing standardized image formats contain
any content-related information. Therefore the extraction of image content
information needs additional tools and techniques. Although the color infor
mation of individual pixels do not help with the content of image, their combi
nation collectively can define a shape or pattern, which may describe the core
content of the image.
user should be able to search an image database for images that convey
l.he flesired information, e.g. a doctor should be able to search a corpus of
diseases for images that cire relevant to the patient’s X-Ray within a couple of
seconds [C.R92, ZDS+].
.Most commercial image retrieval systems associate keywords or text with
('acli image and require the user to enter a keyword or textual description of the
d('sired image, because; i. there is no perfect algorithm or tool that perfectly
39
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interprets the image content, ii. it is a straightforward process, and there is
no need for employing complex pattern recognition algorithms.
However, keyword annotation has numerous drawbacks during indexing and
querying phases, such as;

• annotating images with keywords or text is a boring task
• keywords may be under-descriptive for some image feature
• keywords are conducive to subjective interpretation, human in
tensive
• some features can be described in widely different ways, a stan
dardized keyword dictionary is needed
• impossibility to define all objects in the image due to 'the space
limitations

P roposed Solution
There are some efforts to overcome these problems and to improve retrieval
accuracy. Researchers have mainly focused on content-based image retrieval
in which retrieval is accomplished by comparing image features directly rather
than textual descriptions of the image features. However, both image features
and textual descriptions should be supported in image retrieval systems.

6.1.1

Im age Q uery L anguage

Querying the images by a textual query language like SQL limits the expressive
power of visual queries. The problem is that SQL is basically a means to
retrieve tabular representation, however image features mostly require retrieval
from a visual representation. Thus the SQL grammar should be extended by
adding a set of tags or operators. Actually, the standard triple “.S' F W (i.e.
select...from...where...) syntax should be extended. However it is very difficult
to generate a generic syntax, because there is no common and accurate query
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syntax for image queries. Only spatial data rather than all image features are
taken into consideration in the standardization effort of SQL-3/M M [SM].
The similarity measures have not been added into SQL like queries, because
only Boolean operators are used for comparisons.
The inefficiency of SQL like queries in content-based retrieval reveals the
need for efficient Qutrxy By Example (QBE) retrieval systems. For example,
the user might provide a sample image and request other images;
• that are similar to the given sample,
• that contains similar objects with different colors, or vice versa.

Drawbacks of only Q B E -type Queries
Many current image retrieval systems are based on crppearance matching, in
which, for example, several sample images are presented, and the user selects
image(s) with similar color, shape or texture. However, this type of query may
be time-consuming or unsatisfying for several reasons:

• It is mostly problematic to find a similar image from the presented images,
e.g. searching an apple image by selecting an image from among images
of flowers, animals, cars, buildings.
• Generally, it is hcird to understand why particular images are returned
• Users have difficulty controlling the retrieval behavior in desired ways
• No relevance feedbcick to the user
• It introduces “semantic gap” between user’s conceptualization of a query
and the query that is actually specified to the system.
• No way to define the importance of image features in the retrieved images

.Vloreover, new (luery interfaces are i-e(|uired to support content-based queries,
which pi'ovide examples of niultimedia data to match. The user can then use
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that example to find other examples in the database like it. This approach is
called Query-By-Example (QBE). Image retrieval systems commonly use QBE,
by which the users can draw an example of the image they want to retrieve,
using shape, color or texture for example [PS96].

P roposed Solution
Most of the existing image retrieval mechanisms support only QBE type query
interfaces [FSN+95] or SQL like query interfaces [SFV, SC97a, OS95], the draw
backs of both are listed. Actually, QBE type query interfaces should allow to
browse the database. In the proposed prototype system, an initial query in
terface takes over some steps in the search path and accelerates the process
(Figure 1.2). Navigational mode of query, i.e. browsing, enables query refine
ment mechanism, because the next query is based on results of the previous
query. The browser starts with little specification and tries to explore images
by reducing from a large set to a small set. Moreover relevance feedback is
provided to the user, so that s/he can refine the queries according to matching
irncige features. None of the image retrieval systems have such kind of feedback
mechanism. Some of image retrieval systems just provide query results with
some relevant features but not with a similarity percentage with respect to the
query term.

6.2

Im age F eatures

Images are a kind of multimedia data (refer Figure 1.1), whose encoding is
defined by standard formats, such as Bitmap, GIF, JPEG and MPEG. The
storage representation of images is basically a direct translation of the image,
pi.xel by pixel. So there is no concept of a shape, or texture, unless it is in vector
format. Since images cannot l)e described by basic components such as lines,
finding such objects or more complex objects within an image is non-trivial.
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There

fore content-based queries require sophisticated indexing schemes and contentanalysis algorithms to generate content descriptions. These content descrip
tions should cover the numerous features of images.

P roposed Solution
A high-level abstraction of visual information is called an image feature, and
there are several image features, e.g. image format, bit depth, image size, com
pression, color, color format, texture type, texture dimension, texture color,
texture’s edge density, shape type, shape orientation, shape color, spatial, etc.
These multi-dimensional features of visual information can be classified in four
groups: functional, constant, variable, and predicative. Each feature is taken
as a dimension. The main advantage of this classification is to reduce the num
ber of feature dimensions and to omit from the beginning irrelevant features in
queries. In some cases, it is spurious to use more features if they are derivable
from existing features, e.g. for spatial features, not all combinations of relative
object positions are needed. Some are computable in terms of other positions
[Sam95].

Functional Features
Functional features are derivable from an image by some m athem at
ical function or algorithm. For example, color distribution is rep
resented through 3-D histograms in RGB color space. Extraction
of shape information is based on thresholding. When the shape of
the object is arbitrary, either its point of inertia or the minimum
bounding box should be used to calculate its spatial location. For
texture recognition, co-occurrence matrices are calculated using the
periodic patterns in the image, and these matrices are used for sim
ilarity matching in N-dimensional space. Color, Shape, Texture and
Spatial features are called basic image features and they are widely
used in image retrieval systems.
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Color feature: Color histogram, color space, color loca
tion.
Shape feature; Shape type (e.g. circular, freehand, frac
tal, cimorphous, etc.), number of edges (e.g. straight line,
triangle, polygonal, etc.), shape location (e.g. (x,y) coordi
nates of the bounding region), shape color (color attributes
cire covered), shape size, orientation.
Texture feature: Texture dimension (horizontal, vertical
textures are 1-D; multiple oriented, stochastic textures are
multi-D), texture color (all color attributes cire covered), tex
ture location, edge density, randomness in the pattern, size.
Spatial feature: Relative position to a reference object
(e.g. above, below, left, right, overlaps, adjacent), absolute
position (e.g. X-position, Y-position, height, width), orien
tation (e.g. North-south direction), point of inertia.

C onstant Features
The values of constant attributes are assigned when the image is
entered into the database and they do not change throughout the
lifetime of the image unless the image is deleted or updated.
A ttrib utes to view the image: type (bit-mapped, vec
tor), format (.JPEG, GIF, etc.), compression (LZW, Wavelet,
JPEG ), size and expansion rate, color metric (RGB, CMYK
with several bit depths).
A ttrib utes about the image; image ID, source (X-ray,
digitized, etc.), copyright information, resolution.

Variable Features
.Associated text thcit subjectively describes the image content. For
example, category, subject, importance of the image.

44
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P re d ic a tiv e F e a tu re s
Presence or absence of predefined patterns to accelerate the frequentl,y searched features [OS95]. For example, exist(Sun) = true
or false.

6.3

A pproach to th e M u lti-d im en sion al In
d exin g P rob lem

The categorization of image features may not help much with the index
ing problem. Therefore, some multi-dimensional indexing structures [Gut84,
L.JF94, VV.J96, BKH96] are proposed in the literature, which are discussed in
the previous chapters.
The problem of multi-dimensional indexing methods are tried to be solved
by filtering the search space using the image signatures. This approach is one
of the pioneering ideas of this work and of the prototype image search engine.
According to the literature survey, none of the existing systems in the Internet
use signature filtering for all of the basic image features. Moreover, none of the
image retrieval systems or commercial applications employ TV-tree [LJF94]
structure as an indexing structure for multimedia data.
'File irrelevant images can be eliminated during the filtering phase and only
relevant ones are inserted to the TV-tree structure. A fewer number of qual
ifying images gives rise to a fewer number of overlapping regions in the tree,
i.e. a fewer number of paths should be searched unnecessarily.
't'he tree structure becomes shallower than before because there are a fewer
number of entries than the case without filtering. So despite some unnecesscuy
multi-path searches, it still spends less time than the previous ca.se.
Moreover, the number of dimensions can be reduced by using a filtering
nu'chanism for some dimensions, which decreases possibility of overlapping
le.irions.
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Image signatures are used Гог the removal of irrelevant data, rather than
iiiiding data, i.e. for filtering. The signature method is especially useful when
an image has more than one signature for the same feature, e.g. when the
image is separated into segments, each of which is indexed differentljc In the
retrieval phase, matching image segments are retrieved. Image signatures save
more space than other structures (Refer to section 4.1.2).
For each basic image feature, a. signature is computed using the image in
dexing information. In the implementation of the prototype image retrieval
system, in order to avoid “false drops", only one bit is set for an individual
color feature, for example red (without any spatial information) is represented
as “0000 0000 0001”. Superimposition (OR’ing) is used for combination of
features for the scime image. However the' randomness rule of bit locations in
the signature is violated and the signature's contain exact information. So the
image signatures are turned to be image de:>scriptors, which are actually bit
vectors. In the prototype system, the bit-length of signatures used for color,
shape and texture features are 12, 12 and .5 respectively.
In the prototype system, 11 main colors are selected because they are highly
selective colors [BCGM97]. The experinu'nts done during the work showed that
only 3% of the 16.6 million colors can luU rc'presentable with these 11 colors.
For each of the eleven chosen colors, one bit is reserved and another bit is
14

'served for other remaining colors. So 12 bits are used for color information.

4'here are 8 main shape types. 1 of them contain sub-options, so 12 bits are
1 4

'served for shape information. The last о bits are used for five different texture

types.

6.3.1

E v a lu ation o f th e p ro to ty p e sy ste m

d'lierc' is no accurate р('г1оппа.п(ч' vahu's for the prototype system, but it reI ric'vt's

different number of images or tlu'ir segments depending on the distance

calculation metric. .According to some sani|)le (|uery tests, signature filtering
improvi's tlie utilization of TV-tre(' node's by 20%, and the number of nodes
ns('d in the 'I’V-tree are' eF'crease'd (i.c'. shallower tree) The experiments have
also shown that there is no fals( drnj)s in (he retrieve'd images, because exact
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iiironnation of image features are reflected to their bit vectors. The matching
image features are correctly retrieved, i.e. feedback mechanism works correctly.
I'lie images are collected randomly from the Internet. Traflic signs are also
included in the database in order to define their geometric shapes easily during
inde.xing. The inaccuracy in color processing stems from the errors during
image creation (e.g. noisy colors during scanning).

6.4

Im age Search by Signature F ilterin g —SIS

The prototype .system, called SIS, contains only a subset of the proposed so
lutions. For example, among all the image features only color, shape, texture
and spcitial features are selected in forming image signatures (image descrip
tors) due to their wide applicability and perceptibility. Moreover, these feature
c[ueries are also empowered by a keyword query part. These features are pro
cessed lor signature computation and indexing in SIS’s two main parts: image
processing and indexing, and image search. The sample algorithms of SIS are
in the Appendix F. The algorithms for other features (shape and texture) are
similar to the given color algorithms.

6.4.1

Im p lem e n ta tio n

4'lie main idea of this thesis is to approach to the content-based retrieval prob
lem of image databases from an IR view and to use the latest multi-dimensional
indexing structure, the TV-tree [LJF94] structure.
'The original codes of TV-l.rc(' insertion and TV-tree search are adapted with
additional functions to be compatible with the implementation. For example,
the similarity distance function and the node class are implemented. Simi
larity distance function contains color, shape and texture similarity .section
(.'\|)p('ndix F.7). For color sinularity histogram comparison is applied, which
will be explained in the following sections and in Appendix F.3. Spatial featni es are compared by .1 iV/7ing their spatial signatures. In case of a mismatch
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l.he distance parameter is increased with a |)encdty (e.g. specified cjnery term
weight for that feature). Oidy the images whose distcuicc values are less than
( he distance number are taken as the (|ualified ones and they are retrieved.
The distance number can be modified for (iach level of accuracy.
In order to extract color information from the images, the}^ should be preprocessed for transforming the pixel’s color information to image signatures
(image descriptors) and to feature vectors (Appendix F.2). The computed
image descriptors are then used for filtering the search space.
Image feature vectors are also computed during the pre-processing pimse.
They are used as the real entries in the multi-dimensional TV-tree structure.
The prototype image search engine, called ,SLS (Signature based Image Filter
ing and Search), facilitates cjiierying l)ased on image content within a randomly
selected sample image set.
The implementation of SIS is divided into two main parts; image indexing
for new imcige entries cincl imcige retrie\'al by restricting image features. In
both pcirts, a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) program is written, which is
accessible from iiriy Web browser on t he Woi ld Wide Web. Sample algorithms
are given in the Appendix F.

C om m on G ateway Interface
( F ¡1 is a standard tor interfacing external a|)plications with information servers,
such as HTTP or Web servers. .A plain i n AIL document thcit the Web deamon
retrieves is static. A CGI program, on the other hand, is executed in real-time,
so tliat it can output dynamic information.
SIS is implemented on the Solaris system and C is chosen as the CGI programming language. becaus(' of the following advantages:
• C code occupies minimal space' compared to interpreted lan
guages. Command line options Ik'Ij) reduce the binary code fur
ther and create opi.inuzed code.
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• Execution time of compiled code is faster than the code of inter
preted languages.

Q uery Interface
rii(' interlace between the CGI program and the user is prepared by using the
l·íy|)erText Markup Language (HTML). HTML is a simple markup system used
to create hy])ertext documents that are portable from one phitform to cinother.
HTML forms, which cillow users to enter data, are used as an interface to the
implemented part of the CGI program. The HTML form obtains query terms
and the CGI program performs the computations on that information. The
query results are then written by the same CGI into another HTML document,
which is shown on the screen.
A sample HTML form and its appearance on the screen is given in the
.Appendix A and B.
Sample screen shot of SIS is divided into parts which are provided at the
end of this chapter in Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11.

D ata Exchange
In SIS. tlie POST method is used in order to allow information flow between
users and the CGI program, because the size of information to be exchanged
is high. The following HTML line defines the type of method;
<F()RM METHOD= "POST" A C T IO N ^ “/cgi-bin/caglarl.cgi">
In tlie first step the CGI program has to decode the user input and to derive
t lu' (|uery term, 'riien it can ai)|)ly the filtering mechanism and send the query
to the database dea.mon and to the program for further processing.
In gx'ueral. each input ('l('ment is assigned a variable name, such as entry·,
lbi· ('xample. 'I'lie user iii|)ut is known as the value, associated with the names.
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When the data are sent to a server, they are encoded as strings of the form:

narnti = valueχL·name 2 = valiit^....

wliere narnei are the names, and valuci are the values selected by the user,
'[’he = and & characters have special meanings in this encoding scheme, and
indicate the separators between variables. A sample program parses the input
and executes the CGI program with tlie parsed user input 6.1.
U ser

Jncfe^cstnicture

Figure 6.1: SIS F.xecution Strategy

D atabase Server D eam on
-Vlaiidy exact match ([ueries are used in comxuitional database systems. Re
trieval results are l)ased on the Boohvui value of true or false. There is no
choice for maybe. In SIS, a keyword (цкму screen is embedded because of the
needs ('xplained in the previous, sections.
I’Ik' entries in the keyword interfac(' ai'(' parsed and each keyword is transinilt.c'il via the CGI program to the inSQb' database deamon to locate tlu'
' mini-SQI/ (liUi)://vv\vw.luigli('.s.com.aii)
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"exact matches”. The liits are returned to the CGI program by the rnSQL
datal)ase, where they are further transformed into a Web document to return
tlie results of the search.
rnSQL (mini-SQL) [Hug95] supports a subset of SQL as its query interface,
riiere is no views, nested queries and functions (e.g. avg(), sum()). It provides
dal a storage, manipulation and retrieval in table structures and joins between
multiple taJjh's. C language API of mSQL and and database engine work in a
clic'ut/server environment over a T C P /IP network.
'The mSQlv deamon is a stand-alone application that listens for connections
on a socket. It accepts multiple connections and serializes them. The keyword
database is opened once, and kept open to avoid the time needed for every
rec[uest. After the deamon has opened the database, it provides a socket where
requests are sent. The output of the query can be returned to the CGI program
via the socket.
Sample codes of insertion, deletion and table definitions are given in the
Appendix C.

6.4 .2

Im age P ro cessin g and In d exin g

In SIS, prior to insertion of an image into the database, while image features
related to color attributes are extracted automatically, the indexer manually
assigns texture and shape attributes of images through an easy-to-use graphical
user interface. The GUI of indexing part is almost the same as the query screen,
except the color part, because image color is indexed automatically.
.'\ user can modify the index pattern of an already indexed image in order
to refine the indexing scheme or to avoid unnecessary, detailed information in
image features l)y using the indexing screen. This is because the results of
current automatic shape or texture recognition are not very promising unless
images have high contrast or noticeable color changes in shape boundaries, or
in patterns.
,\ ns(M' should hav(' an authorization to index an image in tlu' database.
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If s/he wcuits to access to the homepage of Image Index Screen^, a password
and an username is asked. After the validation of entries, s/he can select a
specific region or the whole image to assign some index values. The color of
the specified image segment or the whole image is automatically processed till
the image indexing screen is ready on the screen.
Image color descriptors and indexes are created for each specified image
section and the whole image. Meanwhile, a color histogrcim is computed for
each image section.

Color P rocess
Color information is automatically processed lor indexing and for image signa
ture calculation, because images are actually composed of each pixel’s color in
formation. SIS accommodates three types of image format, the PBM (Portable
BitMap), the PGM (Portable GrayMap) and the PPM (Portable PixelMap) for
automatic image processing. All three image formats are just distinguished by
the number and representations of colors used. PPM, PGM and PPM employ
2, 2 and 256 colors, respectively [WMB94].
These formats are widely used on Unix •■omputer systems as the lowest
common denominator in image format, and ( here are utilities, e.g. X-View, for
converting between them and other common image formats.
PBM, PGM and PPM begin with an indicator tluit defines the number of
colors, then give the width and height of the image in number of pixels. In
PPM, the content of the pixelrnap is followed by the number of colors available.
In the case of PGM format, the maximum graysccile value, and finally the
content of the grayrnap is given, where the maximum vcilue, e.g. “255” means
black and “0” means luhite . In PBM, the color contents are represented cis a
l^inary string of the number of pixel values. “1” denotes black cincl “0” denotes
irhilc. However, in PPM, color information of each pixel is expressed in RGB
t riplets. Table 6.1 shows an example of each format.
- liU.p://\vww. iilp.cs.bilkeiit..eclu.l.r/~gimyakti/t(i/,/[nuigeda(,abase. Iitrnl
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PI
504 432
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 ...
PGM P2
504 432
255
0 0 215 216 0 255 0 ...
PPM P3
504 432
255
236/íeá 230(7;'een
215/^e¿ 208(7T’een
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PBM

···

Tcible 6.1: PBM, PGM and PPM image data formats.
Although there are different color models, such as RGB (Red Green Blue),
HSV (Hue Saturation Value) and CMYK (Cyan Magenta Yellow Black), the
RGB model is chosen for SIS, since most of the image formats are based on
this model.
Although the RGB model is 3-Dimensional, a function converts the 3-D
space to the one dimensional vector vcolor, which contains easily perceptible
colors:

color

= {red^ green, blue, black, purple, yellow, pink, white, orange, gray, brown)

In the conversion function, some color ranges exploits the HSV values. There
fore a conversion function from RGB to HSV is also implemented using the
algorithm in [Fe82].
Various researchers have proven that the human eye is not as sensitive to
colors as to brightness. The experiments done during the work indicate that
colors of an image discernible by the human eye account for about 97% of
the total color content, because of the noisy data in images. Therefore the
signatures and indexes are not created using all colors in the image, because of
inaccuracy of human eye perception and incapability in digitizing the images.
In order to index images l)y color and to create color signcitures, the RGB
value of each pixel is converted by a function to the predefined eleven colors
(.yellow, orange, red, green, blue, purple, pink, brown, white, gray, black) arid
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one extra color lor those that are not representable by the eleven colors. TIk'S('
eleven colors are selected, because they match human perceptual cati'goi-ies
and help to distinguish objects Irorn their environment [C'096], and from each
other. Another bit reserved lor color is used for colors that are eitlier not
representable with the existing 11 colors or less perceivable by the human eye,
lor example khaki and human's skin color. The color tests showed that only
3% of the 16.7 million colors cannot be represented by the selected eleven main
colors, because of the gaps in the Table .
The table 6.2 denotes the RGB or HSV values of each color information.
The values in table 6.2 ai*e the extension of the values used in [BCGM97].
Color
Red
G reen
Blue
Black
P urple

RG B range

HSV range

{ R > G + B ) A { R > G ~ B)
{G > B ) A { G > R)
B > ^

R~ G-

•

50

<

[(2 5 8 < H < 3 1 0 ) A
(((0 .1 < S < 0 .2 8 )
((0 .4 < 5 ) A (0 .5 < V

A

(0 .8 8 <

V ))

V

< 0 .7 )))]

V

Yellow

(2 0 0 < f l )

A (2 0 0

< G)

A (1 R - G

|< 15)

A

[(3 2 0 < H < 3 3 0 ) A
( ((0 .5 < S ) A (0 .6 < V < 0 .8 )) V
((0 .2 5 < 5 < 0 .5 ) A (0.41 < V < 0 .7 8 )))]
(42 < B < 6 5 ) A (0 .3 < 5 ) A (0 .8 9 < V )

B < ( 0 ,8 » ii)
Pink
W hite
O range
Gray

[|fi-G|A|H-S|A|G-S|]

Brown

(R y G W B) < 200
(1 0 0 < R < 18 0 ) A (65 < G < 16 5 ) A

(3 0 0 < B )

A(5

< 0 .8 7 )

225 < [ R a G a B)
(2 4 0

< R ) A (1 3 0 < G < 170) A (1 4 0 < B)

(3 0 <

B

<

<

20

(5 < B < 4 3 ) A (0 .6 <

S) A (0 .9 < V )

A

1.50)

Table 6.2; RGB and HSV ranges for 11 main colors

Color H istogram
A color histogram contains information on color distribution. It simply counts
the number of pixels of each color. However, it lacks the spatial information of
colors. So, some spatial knowledge is also embedded into the color histogram.
Otherwise, images with the similar color compositions may appear different
to humans [HCP95]. For example the histogram and their spatial values are
transformed into floating points numbers. The decimal parts denotes color’s
spatial location and the floating point part denotes the color histogram value.
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Figure 6.2: A sample image from the database: McGranaghan.jpeg

Colors

Figure 6.3: Color Histogram of McGranaghan.jpeg
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The color histogram of imagei is defined as a n-dimensional vector, where
each dimension hi represents the percentage of the colorj used in the imagci.

H i s t o g c o i o r { i ) = ( h i , . . . , h n ) w h e r e Y J l^ ^ hi =

1

A color histogram is used for fine-tuning the queries.
Ti-norm [SB91] is used to calculate the similarity distance, SD^ between
the color histograms, Histogf°^°^ and Histogf^°'^. I prefer Li to L 2 [FBF'''94],
since the former needs less computation.

S D L ,{ H is to g f° \H is to g f° ^ ) = E L i I i k ~ j k |
The Ti-distance between two histograms is always less than 2 and the L 2 distance is less than >/2.

T exture L· Shape P rocessing
Texture is actually the repeating pattern of an image. A texture may be found
in different parts of an image or embedded in the background of the image
objects. It is hard to extract texture patterns from images, because the notion
of texture encompasses very irregular arrangements. The essentials of texture
extraction algorithms are to detect an object, e.g. a particular shape, in the
image, to find matching elements with its neighboring objects and to group the
matching elements. The system [BPJ93] is able to deal with the case where
there are only small number of repeated elements, e.g. two eyes in face images.
The main focus of this work is not on the automatic extraction algorithms
for texture and shapes. Therefore texture and shape information of an image is
processed manually by an indexer. Shapes are categorized in eight main groups
according to edge types (linear, circular, triangular, rectangular, polygonal)
and some other criteria (freehand, fractal, amorphous). In addition, shape
colors, types (solid, contour, or both), weights and spatial locations can be
defined using the interface.
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Some shapes have sub-features, for example “circular” shapes can be further
divided into arc, oval, and circle. All of these are built into SIS’s GUI to
index them better and calculate the signatures with higher selectivity. The
interpretation of texture patterns is harder than that of other image features.
Therefore sample texture images are provided for easing the pattern definition
in the image. Again weight and spatial features selection are also supported
for indexing and signature creation.

6.4.3

D iscu ssio n on m anual in d exin g

It is obvious that manual indexing is a time-consuming and cumbersome task,
especially with extremely large image databases. The indexer should also have
additional information about the content of the image, which can not be ex
tracted using basic image features (color, shape, texture, spatial). However,
computational and human judgments of similarity must be generally correlated.
Without this, the images that computer retrieves will not be those desired by
the user.
There is always a tradeoff between time consumption and accurate or per
fect content indexing.

For example, a [)i( ture taken in a meeting between

Arafat and Netanyahu can be processed by color, shape and texture extrac
tion routines. Although powerful face recognition algorithms can capture the
faces of Arafat and Netanyahu, none of the existing algorithms can extract the
event “Signature Ceremony of Peace in the Middle East” without any semantic
link to the concept or associated text along with the image [Sri95]. Therefore
keyword indexing part is embedded lor some content-based queries.

6.5

Im age Searching and R etrieval

Querying images by a textual query language like SQL will limit the expressive
power of visual queries. Not all the features of an image are structurable into
proflciined fields, some are complex, ncstixl, variable-length or subjective to
define in words. Therefore SIS provides a graphical query interface for visual
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queries, which is very similar to the indexing screen.
Moreover, SIS’s GUI supports queries like ^'Find me pictures which contain
these features”. It does not m atter whether it is a trademark, fingerprint,
photograph, or fabric. SIS’s content-based relevance feedback at each step
helps users to refine queries while browsing.

SIS also extends these query

types with a keyword search capability.

6.5.1

T y p e o f im age queries in SIS

The user interface is especially useful for narrowing the search space in the
following QBE type query phases. The qualifying images are presented with
their similarity percentages and matching features in ranked order. According
to this relevance feedback, the user may select one or more of the resulting
images to pose another QBE query.
Computing the matching degree of two images using correlation requires
many multiplications and spends far more time and space than the simple bit
comparison performed by the image signature method. Signature comparison
can be used to identify a small number of candidate matches from the main
image database and if necessary, a standard multidimensional index matching
algorithm can then be used to produce an exact degree of match in this reduced
set.
The prototype image retrieval system, SIS, supports the frequently used
query types in visual data retrieval, such as nearest neighbors, sub-pattern
matching and exact match (keyword) queries, which are explained in the fol
lowing paragraphs.

K eyword Query
It is optional to select a general topic to limit the search space. However the
keyword part should be filled for searching with one or more keywords, which
are separated with a comma (,), a quotation mark (’), or a space.
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The keyword query part is especially useful, when stated features are insuf
ficient for expressing the query, for example “Give me a picture taken when
Challenger exploded on 1/28/1986”. The keywords, “Challenger”, “explosion”,
and the date may be used in keyword searching. This part is actually converted
to a SQL query, and a mSQL [mSQ95] database server is used.

N earest Neighbor Queries
.Nearest Neighbor queries are used to retrie\'e images which are within a certain
distance of given query specification. It is actually a similarity query. The
number of resulting images is adjustable using the interface (Figure 6.11).

Sub-pattern M atching
All of the queries mentioned above are applicable not only to the whole image,
but cilso for its segments that are a priori indexed (Figure 6.4 and 6.5). At
each query the image segments are also checked.

Spatial Feature Query
An object captured in the image occupies some space. The coordinates of
the space is defined as spatial data. Spatial data denotes actually geometric
shapes, varying from lines to pol}^gons. Spatial data should be organized based
on all the spatial keys in order to be retrieved faster, i.e. organization is based
on the occupied space. This type of organization reveals the need for spatial
indexing, in which the dimensionality of representative points are too high.
In SIS, images are divided into 9 (=.'F8) main image segments. Each seg
ment is indexed using the indexing screen of SIS. Although the query terms do
not match with features of the whole image, they may match with the image
segments.
/\ spatial feature query is supported by dividing the whole image into nine
(.8x3) uniform rectangular sections (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). The selected image
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Figure 6.5: Image segment numbers

sections are absolute locations. Each of 9 segments of the image, whole image
or both can be indexed.
Images, whose signatures satisfy the query signature, are further searched
in the multidimensional index structure for fine tuning and ranking.

The

search algorithm starts with the root of multidimensional index tree struc
ture and examines each branch that intersects the search region, recursively
following these branches.

6.5 .2

W eig h ted Search

Various weights that are associated with image features are used in ranking,
because content-based retrieval is not as precise as querying on record or object
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attributes [KB96]. Query results ai'e ranked from the most relevant one to the
least relevant. The number of images to be retrieved can be set by the user.
A similarity percentage is calcuhited as follows:

{weight{featurei) * f eatureijpercentage)
w eight[f eaturti)

S im ilarity -P ercentage

lueightif eaturei) ■

user defined weight of color, shape, texture
and spatial features of images.

featurei — percentage:

calculated number while indexing images,e.g., color percentages in each image
segment.

An exam ple
We search images that have red, green and blue colors with weights of 1, 2, 3,
respectively, i.e. the color percentage of blue is more than the other two colors
(e.g. 10% red, 20% green and 30% blue). Images are processed by their color
and it is realized that image A has 20% red, 30% green, 40% blue, and image
B has 30% red, 40% green, and 20% blue. In this query i = 3, because we are
([uerying only by three colors.

S im ilarity JPer cent age A =

(1 * 0 .2 )+ (2 * 0 .3 )+ (3*0.4)
= 33.3%
( 1 + 2 + 3)

Sim ilarity -P ercentagcB —

(1 * 0 .3 )+ (2 * 0 .4 )+ (3*0.2)
= 28.3%
( 1 + 2 + 3)

Although the sum of the percentages of red and green in image A is less
I ban that in image B, it is denoted as more similar than image B, because of

•lie weights that are defined while querying.
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A sam ple im age in d exin g and searching
usin g SIS

To index the images only authorized users are allowed with a password mecha
nism explained in Appendix E. However, there is no need to be an authorized
person to search images.
The shape, texture and keyword values of the sample image (Figure 6.2)
a.re assigned manuiilly using the Image Indexing Screen. This screen is created
dynamically according to the selected image in the main database homepage^
The color histogram of Figure 6.2 is calculated automatically by processing its
.i:)pm format (Figure 6.3). The color signature (bit vector) is also calculated
and reflected to the mSQL database.
The user can also assign weights to the shape or texture objects according to
the subjective importance of the image feature. S/he can also rank the image
features according to their importance by assigning them some weights.
To index Figure 6.2, oval shapes for fish, linear shapes for sea plants, polyg
onal shapes for the starfish can be selected and t.lie keywords “fish”, “starfish”,
“sea” can be selected.
If all the required index values are sehxted, the user can submit the index
values by pressing the Submit Index Values button. At this stage the user input
is processed:
• shape and texture signatures are calculated and stored temporarily in the
mSQL database,
• other shape and texture information is interpreted and reflected to the
mSQL database.
After submitting the index values for the selected image segment, the user
is asked to index another image or to start search. According to the user’s
dc'cisioM. a new page is created dynamically.
■ 'litl.p :// w w w . ı ı l [ ) . c s . l · ) i l k e ı ı t . e d u . t I ■ / ~ g ^ ı n y a k t i / l . e z / I π ı a g e d a t a b a s e . l ı t m l
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If stai't search is selected the signature information of each image feature is
reflected automatically to the files. An example of a color signature file is in
Appendix D.
A user can search an inuige by specifying its basic image features or keywords
using the interface. The weights in the interface are used for relevance feedbcick
and to accelerate the search by discarding some noisy data.
The query terms are interpreted after firing the query, i.e. query signatures
of bcisic image features are calculated. The query signatures are matched with
the signature files. The image features of qualifying images are inserted to the
TV-tree structure.
The values of satisfied basic image features (color, shape, texture) are en
coded as floating point numbers and used as the real entries of the 29 dimen
sional feature vector for the representing image. 12 dimensions are reserved for
color, 5 dimension for texture and 12 dimension for shape features. A solid,
red arc (circular) with a weight of 3 in the second segment has (1010.100011)2
(i.e. (spaim /)(type).(co/or)(w eight)) and (

1 0

.

1 1 ) 2

(i.e. {option).{weight)) as

the feature vector entries for the shape type, circle.
The query feature vector for the given example in 6.5.2 is
q = (511.1,511.2,.511.3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

The first three dimensions contain the selected query term values for red, green
and blue, respectively. Decimal part of each value in each dimension denotes
the spatial signature (bit vector) of the feature and the floating part denotes
the selected weight of the color feature. The rest are zero because they are not
defined in the query term.
lb calculate the distance Ixdween the query term and the entries in the
TV-tree the steps in the Appendix F.7 are executed. Images that pass the step
are returned to the user witlr their relevance information (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.6: SIS’ query weight specification
COIORS

Figure 6.8: SIS Shape Query Interface
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Figure 6.9: SIS Texture Query Interface
, Enter tiieke words
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Figure 6.10: SIS Keyword Query Interface

Figure 6.11: SIS Submit buttons
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C hapter 7
C onclusion and Future Work
The quality of stored descriptions, signatures, or features are determining fac
tors of the power of image and multimedia databases. However, open questions
are to decide what image features are valuable for indexing, how they should
be extracted, compared and queried [Jai96]. The automatic indexing of image
databases is also an unsolved problem. Moreover, developing powerful index
ing and searching methods for multimedia data is still a progressing research
cU'eci [BA95, Gha95].
Today, image labels, such as text identifiers, keywords, tags and other al
phanumeric information provide valuable indexing keys, but do not fully repı·(;sent the visual image content. Despite this problem, visual queries must be
still integi'cited with text-based queries due to the guidance power of selective
text.
The inefficiencies in multi-dimensional indexing are tried to be removed by
employing image signatures. Although signatures are used in filtering color
[FSN+95, FBF+94] and spatial orientations [LYC92] of image objects, they are
not employed in shape and texture queries. Global image signatures are used
tor representations of the whole images, however in this thesis, as one of its
distinguishing novelties, image segments are also used for indexing.
Our proposed system exploits traditional IR techniques and combines IR
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with DBMS, where the most recent multi-dimensional indexing structure, TVtree is apiDlied. Easy to use GUI of SIS permits users to start cin imcige search
with visual image features (universal language). Then, SIS’s content-based
relevance feedback at each step helps users to accelerate the query refinements
while browsing.
The main reason for using the HTML as an interface for the system is to take
advantage of the fact that there exist Web browsers for each type of platforms.
Therefore SIS serves its facilities to anyone who can access the Internet.
Regardless of all of its unsolved problems [Scl95], image secirch engines cvre
vital tools to cope with the huge information flow while searching over the
Internet.

7.1

Future Work

The following are some points for future directions of this work;

• In order to automatically process and index shape, texture and spatial fea
tures computer vision and pattern recognition algorithms can be applied.
However, the perfect precision is beyond the capability of the existing al
gorithms.

• The user interface can be changed to a paint screen, where the user
sketches the template of a query image rather than choosing the options.
Due to the limitations of HTML this can not be implemented. Although
the graphical functions of Java facilitates such kind of user interface, the
implementcition language should also be Java. So moving the implemen
tation language from C to Java introduces a trade-off between a powerful
user-interface and less performance in execution.

SIS indexes only the images in the local database. The database will not
depend on only local images, but also all the images on the Internet, if
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a web traversing program is employed. A Web spider or WebCrawler is
a tool, which actually traverses the Internet, captures documents, and
downloads to the local site to process.

• To adjust perceptual similarity between a hurricin being and computer,
some maeliine learning algorithms can be applied. This process will also
improve the precision in the image retrieval. After firing a sample query,
the domain expert is asked to rank the retrieved images. The feedback
of the domain expert is then compared with the computed ranking and
used in the refinement of automatic similarity distance computation. This
process will teach the machine how to improve the similarity formulation.

• Although bitmap image data contain just formatting and pixel color in
formation, the data about the image that is I’elated to the image contents
may be stored as formatted data (i.e. textual data) in the header portion
of the image data file. Therefore Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques can be applied to process the image content.

• An adaptive signature calculation which lowers false drop probability can
be api^lied for images of different scopes.

• Another way to improve the retrieval time performance is to pcirallelize
the multi-dimensional indexing algorithm. As it is stated in the previous
chapters, the drawback of this type of algorithms is the multiple branch
search that deteriorates the performance. In some cases, some mislead
ing branches are searched due to the overlapping partitions. A pcirallized
index search algorithm will search the qualifying branches of the tree in
parallel.

Appendix A

Forms Interface
The forms interface allows the user to formulate a query using the following
HTML 3.0 elements.

Input Fields
• Text Field: Allows for text input. It is used for defining keywords of the
query term.
Example: <INPUT TYPE=“TEXT” NAME=^'e2/worí/ SIZE=100>
• Check Box: Allows selection of some of the choices.
Example: <INPUT TYPE= “CHECKBOX” NAME=red VALUE=“oAr">A,ed
• Radio Button: Allows selection of only one of the choices.
Example: <INPUTTYPE= “RADIO” nAME=Relaiive VALUE=“oA;"> Relative
• Im age Pixel: Submits to the CGI progrcim the coordinates of the clicked
point on the image. Example: <INPUTTYPE= “IMAGE” NAME=coordinates
SRC= ^Hrnage 1.gif' >
• H idden Field: No user interaction is required, it is especicilly rrseful to

transmit information between different and dynamic HTML pages. It is
used to pciss some information from the initial screen of SIS to the QBEtype query screen.
Example: <INPUT TYPE=“HIDDEN” NAME=Numofimages VALUE= “!()">
70
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Selection
• Single Selection from options: Allows a user to select one element
from the given option list. The specific types of shapes can be selected
from given options.
Example: <SELECT N A M E —S h a p e s u b t y p e s >
<OPTION> A r c
<OPTION> C i r c l e
<OPTION> O v a l
</SELECT>

• M ultiple Selection from options: Allows a user to select one or more
elements from the given option list. In shape’s color section of SIS, user
is allowed to choose multiple colors for the same shape types.
Example: <SELECT MULTIPLE N A M E = S h a p e C o l o r s

>

<OPTION> R e d
<OPTION> G r e e n
<OPTION> B l u e
</SELECT>

Subm it
• Subm it button: Submits the values that are defined by the user to the
CGI program to be parsed. There are two methods for posting the user
input; P O ST method and G ET method.
Example: <INPUTTYPE= “SUBMIT” NAME=5w6mit V A L \ ] E = “S u h m i t Q u e r y " >
• R eset button: Resets the values that are previously selected.
Example: <INPUT TYPE= “RESET” NAME=Rese<

V A L \ ] E = ' ‘R e s e t V a l u e s ” >

Appendix B

Sam ple HTM L form
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Figure B.l; HTML Form screen
This HTML form screen is genercited using the following HTML code;
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Image Search Engine by Cağlar GUNYAKTK/TITLE>
</HEAD>
<B0DY>
<CEMTER>
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<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTI0N=’7cgi-bin/caglarl.cgi">

<B>WEIGHT OF IMAGE ATTRIBUTES</B> <BR>
<B>Color:</B>
<SELECT NAME="OptionCW">
<0PTI0N VALUE="0">0
<0PTI0N VALUE="1">1
<0PTI0M VALUE="2">2
<0PTI0M VALUE="3">3
<0PTI0M VALUE="4">4
<0PTI0N VALUE="5">5
</SELECT>
<P>

<TABLE B0RDER=8>
<CAPTI0M ALIGN="top"XB>Select Appropriate Colors</BX/CAPTION>
< T R X T H ALIGN="CENTER" C0LSPAM=2XB>C0L0RS</BX/THX/TR>
<TR ALIGM="CENTER"> <TD> <B>C0L0R</B> </TD> <TD>RED</TD> </TR>
<TR ALIGM="CENTER"> <TD> <B>VIEW</B> </TD> <TD BGC0L0R=FF0000>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="Red," VALUE="0N">
</TDX/TR>

<TR> <TDXBXCENTER>WEIGHT</B> </TD>
<TD>
<SELECT NAME="OptionRed">
<0PTI0N VALUE="1">1
<0PTI0N VALUE="2">2
<0PTI0M VALUE="3">3
<0PTI0N VALUE="4">4
<0PTI0N VALUE="5">5
</SELECT> </CENTER>
</TD>
</TR>

<TR> <TDXCENTERXB>SPATIAL </BX/CENTERXBR>
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<INPUT TYPE="radio" Name="Absolute" VALUE="0" CHECKED> Absolute
<BRXIMPUT TYPE="radio" Name="Relative" VALUE="1"> Relative </TD>

<TDXTABLE>
<TR> <TD> <IMPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="1" VALUE="0"X/TD>
<TDXINPUT TYPE="checkbox" MAME="2" VALUE="0"X/TD>
<TDXINPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="3" VALUE="0"> </TDX/TR>
<T R X T D > <IMPUT TYPE="checkbox" WAME="4" VALUE="0"X/TD>
<TDXINPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="5" VALUE="0"> </TD>
<TDXINPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="6" VALUE="0"> </TDX/TR>
< T R X T D > <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="7" VALUE="0"X/TD>
<TDXINPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="8" VALUE="0"> </TD>
<TDXIMPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="9" VALUE="0"> </TDX/TR>
</TABLE> </TD> </TR> </TRX/TABLE> <BR>

<INPUT TYPE="submit" NAME="Submit" VALUE="Submit Query">
<INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Reset Values"XBR>
</F0RM> </CENTER>
</HTML>

Appendix C

Sam ple codes o f m SQL’s C -A P I

C .l

Sam ple E -R D iagram for K eyw ord P art

Figure C.l; E-R diagram of Keyword Query Part
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Table definitions

create table Key_Info (
imageid

int not null,

keywordid

char(lO) not null)

create table Keywords(
keywordid

int not null,

keyword

char(15) not null)

create table Imageinfo (
imageid

int not null,

imagename

char(20),

title

char(20),

artist

char(20),

copyrightowner

char(20),

dateentry

int,

xsize

int,

ysize

int,

colorinfo

char(3)

)

Insert syntax

insert into Key_Info values (^12\ 'aquarium')

D elete syntax

delete from

Key_Info where imageid > 12
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A sam ple search program

void

Keyword_Query(char akeyword[])

/*
This procedure prints all the imagenames, image ID's which have the
same keyword, akeyword.

*/
{
#define SELECT_QUERY

"select Key_Info.keywordid, Key_Info.imageid,
Imageinfo.imagename
from

Key_Info, Imageinfo

where

Key_Info.keywordid =

AND

Imageinfo.imageid =Key_Info.imageid"
int

count,i, sock,num;

char

qbuf[500];

m_result

*qresult;

m_row

qrow;

char

dbname[32]="image_tags";

/*

Connects to the keyword database

*/

if ((sock = msqlConnect(NULL)) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr,"Couldn't connect to engine!\n%s\n\n", msqlErrMsg);
exit(l ) ;

}
/*

Selects related one out of many databases

*/

if (msqlSelectDB(sock,dbname) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr, "Couldn't select database %s !Xn'/.sXn" ,dbname,msqlErrMsg);

}
sprintf(qbuf,SELECT_QUERY,akeyword);

/*

Perform query

*/

if(msqlQuery(sock,qbuf) < 0)
printf ("Query failed (y,s)\n",msqlErrMsg) ;
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else {
qresult =

msqlStoreResult();

/* Each time one qualifying row is selected for processing
qrow

=

*/

msqlFetchRow(qresult);

if (qrow==NULL)
printf("Mo satisfying result for the given keyword!\n");
else {
while (qrow!=NULL) {
printf("Image id: %d Image name: %s Annotated Keyword:%s"
,atoi(qrowEl]),qrow[2],qrow[0]);
qrow=msqlFetchRow(qresult) ;

}
msqlFreeResult(qresult);

}
}
msqlClose(sock);

Appendix D

Color Signature File Sam ple
The sigriciture files for shcipe and texture have the similar structure.

0

/* Image ID#

0 0 3 2

/♦ Segment Coordinates (upper-left, lower-right) */

2

/* Color Signature: Green */

4 0 6 2

/* Segment Coordinates (upper-left, lower-right) */

130

/* Color Signature: Green, White */

0 0 9 7

/* Segment Coordinates (upper-left, lower-right) */

130

/* Color Signature: Green, White ♦/

/* Image ID#

*/

of

McGranaghan.jpeg

*/

0 0 251 215

/* Segment Coordinates (upper-left, lower-right) */

3111

/* Color Signature: Red, Green, Blue, Yellow,

*/

/*

*/

Brown, Others
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A uthentication for Indexing
Authentication is supported using the authentication mechanism of Apache
Web Server. Following file, named .htaccess, is located on the same directory
as Imagedatabase.html resides.
AuthUserFile /csgrad/gunycLkti/thesis/users
AuthGroupFile ../groups
AuthType Basic
AuthName Image Indexing Screen
require valid-user

In case of an access to the directory, user is asked to enter the authorized
name and password, which are located in ci directory which should be inacce
sible by everyone for security reasons. The content of the password and the
authorized user names are as follows;
gunyakti:aaesEooTPuayQ
arkun:aaOEBU/xtCMiA
reda:aaqhOYolPBsQM

The authorized user name is separated with a colon from the encryi^ted
password. For encryption, encryptQ function of C is used. Only valid user
name, password tuples are authorized.
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A lgorithm s of SIS

ColorIiistogram(n72Z(/,5ic/): /*
/*
in
for each color c
colo7'[c]

im id
sid :

: Image ID number to be indexed */
Segment ID number (1 < s i d < 9)*/

= 0

l· ind-Segm-Coordinatesf'imid, sid^ Supper Jeft·) yupperJeft’) lower -right·) Vlower -right)
lor each pixel p in (^upper Je ft·) Vupper-left) lower-right'>yiower-right)
c — Decide_coloi
),
c o l o r [c]

=

for each color

color[c]
c

Htstog(^i,nid,sid)[c] =

return

+ 1
size(i,Jalia)

IIisl.o(](i^id^^id)

iind.

Figure F.l: Color Histogram Computation Algorithm
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ColorSignature(.fl'i5io(/(i„„d,,„d)):
/*
· Color Histogram of (iinid, sid) pair */
begin
sort
in descending order
sum = 0
i=0
while {sum < 0.97) and {i < NUMBEROFCOLORS) do
ColorSignature(iraid,Bid)\ = << ¿)
i=i 1
sum = sum +
return ColorSignature(i^id^sid)
end.
( 1

Figure F.2: Color Signature Computation Algorithm

ColorDistance(/f
[imid^sid)
query-terra) ·
/* Histog(^ijy^i^^sid) · Color Histogram of {imid^sid) pair */
/* His togquery-terra · Color Histogram of the query-term */
begin
for each matching segment
for each color c
dist = ^hs{Histogi^i^id^sid)[(^\- Histogquei'y-terra [^])
return dist
end.

Figure F.3: Color Distance Computation Algorithm
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IudGxColor( ¿mzf/, sid):
/* imid : Image ID number to be indexed */
/* sid: Segment ID number (1 < sid < 9)*/
l)egin
histog = ColorHistogram( imid, sed)
sign = ColorSignature(/iiido< )
Insert_to_DB( imid, sid,histog)
Write_to^ignaturefile( 5'ii^nfile, sign, imid, sid)
end.
7

Figure F.4: Image color indexing algorithm of SIS

Indexing_Algorithm(imid, sid):
/* imid : Image ID number to be indexed */
/* sid: Segment ID number (1 < sid < 9)*/
begin
Get .user Jnput
if color jweight > 0
IndexColor(imid,sid)
if shapejweight > 0
IndexShape(imid,sid)
if texture-weight > 0
Index Texture! imid.sid)
if number .o f -keywords > 0
Insert Key word( keywords)
end.

Figure F.o: Image indexing algorithm of SIS
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ShapeDistancei

,QTshape):
shape info, of image i /
/'^ QTshapc · The shape information of the (juerv term */
begin
for each mismatching shape spatial location of
s h a p e dist + =

QTshapc-^ecifjht

for each matching shape spatial location of
for each mismatching shape subattribnte of
shape dist + = QTskapeeweight
return shapedist

(uid.

I^igiire F.6: Shape similarity distance ('alculat ion algorithm of for TV-tree

Distance_Calcnlation(//7iaryc,,Qu.e/*/y7V /·///):
/ *' Iiuagei : A member of filtered image set '*7
Q uc ryTevm : The query term */
begin
distance = 0
distance = ColorDistancef llistofjj,,,,,,^, II istofjQii,,j^yddrm)
+ ShapeDistancef I rna(j( ,.Shaj)(\ Q ueryTerni.SIiape)
+ TextureDistance(/nia(j( ,.7V xturc. Q ueryTevin.Textnre)
return distance

fuid.

dgure

F.7:

Similarity-ilislanc(' calnilation

algorithm

for T V - t r e e

\ r i 4 ^ : N l ) I X F.

M i l e _ T u т[щ{

A L G O I U T H M S O F SIS

lies alt,Q ncrуT e r n i ):

Ibsuli : Tlie set of filtered images */
Ош г у Г е г т : Tlie query term * /

begin
1 ser t _TV_t ree( Res ni l )
distance : similarity distance number */
Result = Searcli_TV_tree(/j) ueryTerm^distance)
return Result
^Mid.
11

Figure F.8: Fiiie_tuning algorithm of SIS

Searcliing-Algori tlim():
begin
QueryTerm = Get_query_term
Q .Siyn— CalculateSignatiire(Qi^er?/r erm)
Result = 0
/* Result contains the filtered image set*/
if (juery.color.weight > 0
for each [im,id,sid) pair in the database
Result — Result |J F\\ictidX\oi'{irnid^ sid^Q.Signxolor)
if (¡uery.shape.weight > 0
for each [irnid.sid) pair in the database
Result — Result [J F\\iQvS\icipe{imid^ sid^Q JSign.shape)
if (¡uevyJexture.weight > 0

for oach [irriid. sid) pair in the database
Result - Result |J V\\ic\'Tct\t\.u(^(imid^ sid^Q.Signdexture)
if (¡uery.nuinber.of .keywords > 0
for each {irni(Lsid) pair in the keyword database
Result - Result U (,}\\cvyKcy\vovd{keywords,QueryTerrn.keyword)
R( suit — Fine_Tuning( Re suit .QueryTerm)
()utput( Result)
iMid.

I^i): linage search algorithm of SIS
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